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Local density for two-dimensional one-component plasma
Roland Bauerschmidt∗ Paul Bourgade† Miika Nikula‡ Horng-Tzer Yau§
Abstract
We study the classical two-dimensional one-component plasma of N positively charged
point particles, interacting via the Coulomb potential and confined by an external poten-
tial. For the specific inverse temperature β = 1 (in our normalization), the charges are the
eigenvalues of random normal matrices, and the model is exactly solvable as a determinantal
point process. For any positive temperature, using a multiscale scheme of iterated mean-field
bounds, we prove that the equilibrium measure provides the local particle density down to
the optimal scale of No(1) particles. Using this result and the loop equation, we further prove
that the particle configurations are rigid, in the sense that the fluctuations of smooth linear
statistics on any scale are No(1).
1 Introduction and results
1.1. One-component plasma. Given a potential V : C→ R∪ {+∞}, the energy of a configura-
tion of N charges z = (z1, . . . , zN ) ∈ CN is defined by
HN,V (z) =
∑
j 6=k
log
1
|zj − zk| +N
∑
j
V (zj). (1.1)
The two-dimensional one-component plasma (OCP) of N charges at inverse temperature β > 0
is the Gibbs measure on CN defined by
PN,V,β(dz) =
1
ZN,V,β
e−βHN,V (z)m⊗N (dz), (1.2)
wherem denotes the Lebesgue measure on C and ZN,V,β a normalization constant (assuming that
V has sufficient growth at infinity, so that the latter is well-defined). For notational convenience,
we use β rather than β/2 in (1.2). In particular, in our normalization, the exactly solvable case
is β = 1 rather than β = 2, differently from the usual normalization in random matrix theory.
The OCP describes a plasma of positive charges confined by the potential V . In an alternative
interpretation, the effect of the potential is to provide a negative background charge given by
the associated equilibrium measure (described below). The OCP is also known as Jellium, as
Dyson gas, and as (one component) Coulomb gas. The two-dimensional OCP has fundamental
relations to several models in statistical mechanics and probability theory. For the specific
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inverse temperature β = 1 (in our units), the OCP is exactly the joint law of the eigenvalues
of a random normal matrix [17], and more specifically, for β = 1 and potential V (z) = |z|2 it
is the Ginibre ensemble of eigenvalues of a complex Gaussian random matrix [24,25]. For more
general values of β, the OCP also plays a role in the theory of the Anomalous Quantum Hall
Effect, where it arises in the Laughlin wave function [31].
1.2. Results. For potentials V that are lower semicontinuous and satisfy the growth condition
lim inf
|z|→∞
(
V (z)− (2 + ε) log |z|) = +∞ (1.3)
for some ε > 0, it is well known that there exists a compactly supported equilibrium measure
µV that is the unique minimizer of the convex functional
IV (µ) =
∫∫
log
1
|z − w|µ(dz)µ(dw) +
∫
V (z)µ(dz) (1.4)
over the set of probability measures on C; see Theorem 2.1 below for details. For z ∈ CN , the
empirical measure is defined by
µˆ =
1
N
∑
j
δzj .
For arbitrary β ∈ (0,∞), it is well-known that µˆ→ µV vaguely in probability as N →∞, with µˆ
distributed under PN,V,β; in fact, a full Large Deviation Principle has been proved [6,36]. Vague
convergence concerns the macroscopic behaviour of the systems, resolving scales of order 1. The
microscopic scale of the system, by which individual particles are separated, is given by N−1/2.
Our first result shows that µˆ→ µV also holds on all mesoscopic scales N−s for any s ∈ (0, 12).
In the random matrix situation, this corresponds to the local circular law [12,44], but here the
support of µV is not necessarily a disk.
In the statement of our results below, Ck denotes the space of (real-valued) k-times contin-
uously differentiable functions, Ckc the space of functions in C
k which have compact support,
C1,1 is the space of differentiable functions whose derivative is Lipschitz continuous, and ‖f‖p is
the standard Lp norm of f : C→ R with respect to the 2-dimensional Lebesgue measure on C.
Theorem 1.1. Fix α0 > 0. Assume that V : C→ R∪ {+∞} obeys (1.3), is C1,1 on a neighbour-
hood of suppµV , and satisfies α0 6 ∆V (z) 6 α
−1
0 for all z ∈ suppµV . Then for any s ∈ (0, 12),
any z0 in the interior of the support of µV (which we assume to be nonempty), and for any
f ∈ C2c (C) with support in the disk of radius 12N−s centered at z0, we have
1
N
N∑
j=1
f(zj)−
∫
f(z)µV (dz) = O
((
1 +
1
β
)
logN
)(
N−1−2s‖∆f‖∞ +N−
1
2
−s‖∇f‖2
)
,
with probability at least 1− e−(1+β)N1−2s for sufficiently large N . The implicit constant depends
only on α0, s, and supsuppµV |∇V |.1
Theorem 1.1 establishes a local density on all scales N−s, s ∈ (0, 12). Indeed, by choosing f to
be an approximate δ-function, the theorem implies that, for any s ∈ (0, 12) and any z ∈ suppµV ,
with very high probability,
µˆ(B(z,N−s)) = µV (B(z,N−s))
(
1 +O
(
N−
1
2
+s+o(1)
))
= µV (B(z,N
−s))(1 + o(1)),
1Simultaneously with the first version of this paper, a result closely related to Theorem 1.1 appeared in [32].
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Figure 1.1. Our strategy involves conditioning on the particle positions outside of increasingly small
nested balls.
where B(z, r) is the disk of radius r centered at z. Thus the number of particles in B(z,N−s) is
concentrated around NµV (B(z,N
−s)) ≈ 14π∆V (z)N1−2s. Here the scale s ∈ (0, 12) is optimal.
On the other hand, Theorem 1.1 only shows that the fluctuations are at most as as large as
those of a Poisson process (up to a logarithmic correction). The following theorem improves this
bound on the fluctuations significantly, providing the optimal order of fluctuations for smooth
linear statistics. This shows the particle configurations are rigid.
Theorem 1.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, and assuming in addition that V and f
are both in C4, for any sufficiently small ε > 0, we have
N∑
j=1
f(zj)−N
∫
f(z)µV (dz) = O(N
ε)
(
4∑
l=1
N−ls‖∇lf‖∞
)
, (1.5)
with probability at least 1− e−βNε for sufficiently large N . The implicit constant depends on ε,
α0, s, and V .
Note that the left-hand side of (1.5) is not normalized by N . Thus Theorem 1.2 shows that
the fluctuations of smooth linear statistics of the OCP are No(1) which is much smaller than the
fluctuations of order N
1
2
−s for a Poisson process.
1.3. Strategy. Our strategy to prove Theorem 1.1 relies on potential theory and a multiscale
iteration of bounds from mean-field theory, as follows. Using a straightforward mean-field esti-
mate, the density can be bounded on scales larger than N−1/4. In the first iteration, we then fix
a small disk B of radius a little bit larger than N−1/4 inside the support of the equilibrium mea-
sure. By the initial estimates, B typically contains slightly more thanM = N×(N−1/4)2 = N1/2
particles. We then prove that for most of the particle configurations outside B, we can apply a
robust version of the mean-field estimate to the conditional particle distribution inside B. This
then yields a density on a smaller scale, namely the new estimate is accurate up to slightly more
than M1/2 = N1/4 particles. Iterating this procedure, we control scales containing only N ε
particles, for arbitrary ε > 0. A somewhat delicate aspect in this procedure is controlling the
properties of effective equilibrium measures at smaller scales in a sufficiently robust way.
To prove Theorem 1.2, we use the loop equation (which is also known as Schwinger-Dyson
equation and can also be seen as a Ward identity), with Theorem 1.1 as the key input to control
the arising error terms. This is more subtle than in similar applications in one dimension because
the resulting equation is singular in two dimensions. To control the singularity, our proof makes
use of the estimates on local scales provided by Theorem 1.1; see, in particular, Lemma 7.4.
Previous uses of the loop equation in related contexts are discussed in Section 1.4 below.
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1.4. Related results. The potential theory associated to (1.4) has been the subject of consider-
able study, and in fact the comprehensive monograph [39] is entirely devoted to it. The closely
related obstacle problem is also well studied; see in particular [15,27].
For the positive temperature two-dimensional OCP, a Large Deviation Principle (LDP) with
speed N2 for the empirical measure has been proved [6,36]. As was discussed in Section 1.2, this
LDP concerns the macroscopic scale 1 of the system. Recently, an LDP with speed N has been
proved for a tagged point process [33, 40]. Correspondingly, it is shown that for two potentials
V,W (satisfying reasonable technical assumptions),
logZN,V,β − logZN,W,β = −βN2(IV (µV )− IW (µW ))
− βN
(
1
β
− 1
2
)(∫
µV (z) log µV (z) dm −
∫
µW (z) log µW (z) dm
)
+ o((1 + β)N).
Related results have also been established in higher dimensions [33, 38]. From such estimates,
one can obtain a density for the empirical measure down to scale N−1/4 (in two dimensions).
To obtain a local density at scale N−1/2+o(1) near any fixed point from bounds on the parti-
tion function, a cancellation with error No(1) instead of o(N) would be required. Our approach
does not attempt to directly compute the partition function so precisely. Instead, as sketched
in Section 1.3, to establish a local density (Theorem 1.1), we use an inductive scheme to im-
prove a weaker estimate with error roughly O(N logN) and effectively replace the error by
O(N1−2s logN) on scale N−s. This allows us to reach the optimal scale s = 12 −o(1). In parallel
to the first version of this paper, a result closely related to Theorem 1.1 has appeared in [32].
To improve these estimates and obtain the optimal bound on the fluctuations in Theorem 1.2,
we rely on the loop equation. The loop equation has been used previously to study linear statistics
of the OCP and log gases, in [29] for any β > 0 in one dimension, and in [2, 3] for β = 1 in two
dimensions. Moreover, the loop equation was used to prove rigidity in one dimension in [9–11],
and to derive an asymptotic expansion for the partition function in [7, 8].
For inverse temperature β = 1, the model is a determinantal point process with explicit
correlation kernel, and using this structure very detailed properties are known; see e.g. [24]. In
particular, convergence of the fluctuations at macroscopic scale to a Gaussian free field has been
established [2,3,37,46]. Charge fluctuations have been studied [28], and heuristic arguments for
very detailed behaviour are given in [47,50–52].
On the microscopic scale, for β 6= 1, simulations suggest the existence of a phase transition
(the critical value 2β ≈ 140 is mentioned [16]), with the system crystallizing at low temperatures
to a so-called Wigner crystal [16, 48]. The nature of this conjectural phase transition does not
appear to be understood well. Even in the zero temperature case it is not understood whether
the system crystallizes. Other heuristic predictions are discussed in [1].
As mentioned previously, a special instance of the two-dimensional one-component plasma
is the Ginibre ensemble of random Gaussian matrices. The natural generalization from the
point of view of random matrix theory are random matrices with i.i.d. but non-Gaussian entries
(without symmetry constraint). In this case, Girko’s hermitization trick [26] essentially allows
to reduce the problem to that of a symmetric random matrices, and very precise results have
been obtained using this method [12,13,20,43,44,49].
The β-ensemble is a one-dimensional version of (1.2) (with logarithmic interaction also in
one dimension), which is understood extremely well. In particular, bounds on partition function
and global statistics have been proved in [14, 29], a large deviation principle in [5], a complete
1/N expansion for the partition function was derived in [7, 8], and universality of local statis-
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tics (i.e. that these are independent of the potential V ) has been proved using the method of
orthogonal polynomials for β = 1, 2, 4 (see e.g. [18, 35]), and more recently for all β > 0 by
direct comparison, first in [9–11, 21], and then also in [4, 30, 41]. Moreover, it has been found
that, for general temperature, the β-ensemble with quadratic potential can be realized as the
joint law of the eigenvalues of a tridiagonal random matrix ensemble [19]. Using this repre-
sentation, the correlation functions have been characterized explicitly in terms of stochastic
differential equations [45], and a local version of the semicircle law [42] has also been proved via
this representation.
1.5. Outline of the paper. In Section 2, we state the essential potential theoretic results that
underlie our analysis. In Section 3, we prove several estimates on the behaviour of the equilibrium
measure under classes of perturbations of the potential that are important for our analysis. In
Section 4, we prove a general estimate that will ultimately be iterated to prove Theorem 1.1.
In Section 5, we set-up the conditioning used for the multiscale analysis. In Section 6, we prove
Theorem 1.1 by inductively applying the previously proved results. Finally, in Section 7, we use
Theorem 1.1 as the input for the loop equation to prove Theorem 1.2.
1.6. Notation. We write ∆ = ∂2x + ∂
2
y =
1
4 ∂¯∂ for the Laplacian on C identified as R
2, where
∂ = 12(∂x − i∂y) and ∂¯ = 12(∂x + i∂y), D = {z ∈ C : |z| < 1} for the open unit disk, dm for
the 2-dimensional Lebesgue measure on C, and ds for the arclength measure on the boundary
of an open subset of C. There should be no confusion between the measure ds and the scale
parameter s as appearing in Theorem 1.1. The space of (Borel) probability measures on a set
Σ ⊂ C is denoted by P (Σ). We write (f, µ) = ∫ f dµ if µ is a measure and f ∈ L1(µ), and
similarly (u, v) =
∫
uv dm if u, v ∈ L2(C). We use C and c to denote constants which may
change from instance to instance, and also use the usual Landau notation, o(x) and O(x). All
error estimates are under the tacit assumption that N is sufficiently large.
2 Characterizations of equilibrium measure
In this short section we describe some standard fundamental results on the equilibrium measure:
its characterization as an energy minimizing measure and as the solution of an obstable problem.
Good references for this material are the monograph [39] and, especially with our application in
mind, the article [27].
2.1. Energy minimizing measure. Let P (Σ) denote the set of probability measures supported
on the closed set Σ ⊂ C. For Σ ⊂ C, we say that Σ has positive (logarithmic) capacity if
inf
µ∈P (Σ)
D(µ, µ) <∞, where D(µ, µ) = I0(µ, µ) =
∫∫
log
1
|z − w| µ(dz)µ(dw).
Generally, if some property holds everywhere on C except on a set of zero (nonpositive) ca-
pacity, we say that it holds quasi-everywhere (q.e.). We remark that a property holding quasi-
everywhere implies it almost everywhere (w.r.t. Lebesgue measure) but not vice versa.
Throughout this paper, we consider potentials that are in the space C1,1loc (C) of differentiable
functions whose derivative is locally Lipschitz continuous, and which satisfy the growth condition
(1.3). Our strategy of proof requires us to treat modifications of such potentials where we set the
potential to∞ outside some disk. We will always assume that the set ΣV = {z ∈ C : V (z) <∞}
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has positive capacity. In general the regularity theory of equilibrium measures and their poten-
tials is rather subtle. However, the assumption V ∈ C1,1loc (which we need for other reasons as
well) considerably simplifies the theory.
For any measure µ ∈ P (C), we denote the (weighted logarithmic) energy of µ by (1.4), and
the (logarithmic) potential of µ by
Uµ(z) =
∫
log
1
|z − w| µ(dw).
Since ∆ log | · | = 2piδ0 in the sense of distributions, a measure may always be uniquely recovered
from its potential. Conversely, for any superharmonic function U that is harmonic near ∞ and
satisfies U(z) ∼ log 1|z| as |z| → ∞ there exists a constant c ∈ R for which U + c is the potential
of some compactly supported µ ∈ P (C).
The following existence and characterization theorem is fundamental.
Theorem 2.1 (Frostman). Suppose V is lower semicontinuous and satisfies (1.3), and that ΣV
has positive capacity. Then there exists a unique µV ∈ P (ΣV ) such that
IV (µV ) = inf{IV (µ) : µ ∈ P (ΣV )}.
The support SV = suppµV is compact and of positive capacity, and IV (µV ) <∞.
The energy-minimizing measure µV may be characterized as the unique element of P (ΣV )
for which there exists a constant c ∈ R such that Euler-Lagrange equation
UµV + 12V = c q.e. in SV and (2.1)
UµV + 12V > c q.e. in C
holds. Also, necessarily c = FV , with the definition FV = IV (µV )− 12(V, µV ).
Proof. See [39, Theorem I.3.3].
2.2. Obstacle problem. Based on the characterization (2.1), to determine the equilibrium mea-
sure µV it is essentially enough to determine its support SV . However, changing a measure µ
locally generally changes its potential Uµ everywhere, making the determination of SV through
(2.1) difficult. The characterization of µV as the energy-minimizing measure is likewise non-local
and thus difficult to apply to the problem of actually determining SV . To get hold of SV in
a local, effective way we will instead apply the characterization of UµV as the solution of an
obstacle problem associated to V . This connection is discussed for example in [27], to which we
will refer in this section.
Denote the class of subharmonic functions on C by subh(C) and, given V , define
uV (z) = sup
{
v(z) : v ∈ subh(C), v 6 12V q.e. on C, lim sup|z|→∞
(
v(z) − log |z|) <∞
}
. (2.2)
Note that the conditions v ∈ subh(C) and lim sup|z|→∞
(
v(z) − log |z|) < ∞ imply that v is
of the form c − Uν for some c ∈ R and positive measure ν with ‖ν‖ 6 1. Further observe
that FV − UµV with FV and µV as in (2.1) satisfies all the three requirements for v and thus
FV − UµV 6 uV quasi-everywhere. The converse inequality is given in Theorem 2.2, giving the
promised characterization of the equilibrium potential.
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Denote
S∗V = {z ∈ C : uV (z) > 12V (z)}.
Up to a set of capacity zero, S∗V is the same as the set {uV (z) = 12V (z)} and so it is called the
coincidence set. The precise relation of the obstacle problem to the energy minimizing problem
is given in the following theorem, summarizing several results from [27].
Theorem 2.2. Let V be as in Theorem 2.1 and define uV by (2.2). Then
(i) For q.e. z ∈ C,
uV (z) = FV − UµV (z).
Especially uV (z) =
1
2V (z) q.e. in SV , which in turn implies SV ⊂ S∗V .
(ii) The measure µV is given by
µV =
1
2π∆uV , (2.3)
where the Laplacian is understood in the distributional sense.
(iii) Suppose V is C1,1 in a neighbourhood of z ∈ S∗V . Then also uV is C1,1 in a neighbourhood
of z. Also if z /∈ S∗V then uV is harmonic in a neighbourhood of z.
Proof. Proofs of (i) and (ii) can for example be found in [27, Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 3.4].
For (iii), see [15, Theorem 2].
In particular, (ii–iii) imply that if V ∈ C1,1 in a neighbourhood of SV , then the equilibrium
measure µV is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
3 Perturbations of equilibrium measure
Using the characterizations of the equilibrium measure of Theorems 2.1–2.2, we prove estimates
on its dependence under certain classes of perturbations of the potential. These estimates will
play an important role in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Throughout this section, V : C→ R∪{+∞}
is a potential that is locally in C1,1 and satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, and µV is the
associated equilibrium measure according to Theorem 2.1.
3.1. Local perturbation. Given a potential V , the next result concerns the change of its equilib-
rium measure and its energy under a change V → V − f , where f is a small local perturbation.
Proposition 3.1. Let f ∈ C2(C) be bounded and satisfy the conditions supp∆f ⊂ SV and ∆V >
∆f in SV . Then µV−f = µV − 14π∆f . In particular, SV−f ⊆ SV ,
UµV−f +
1
2
(V − f)− FV−f = UµV + 1
2
V − FV , (3.1)
and
IV−f (µV−f ) = IV (µV )− (f, µV )− 1
8pi
(f,−∆f). (3.2)
In preparation of the proof of the proposition we note that, for f bounded, twice differentiable
and with compact supp∆f , as in the statement of the proposition, it follows that
f(z) = U−
1
2pi
∆f (z) + c =
∫
log
1
|z − w|
(
− 1
2pi
∆f(w)
)
dm+ c (3.3)
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for some c ∈ R, i.e. that f can be written as a constant plus the logarithmic potential of its
Laplacian. Namely, the difference f − U− 12pi∆f satisfies
∆(f − U− 12pi∆f )(z) = ∆f(z)−
∫ (
− 1
2pi
∆f(w)
)
d(−2piδz(w)) = 0
for all z ∈ C, implying that it is a harmonic function. Clearly also |(f−U− 12pi∆f )(z)| = O(log |z|)
as |z| → ∞. By (a strong version of) Liouville’s theorem for harmonic functions the difference
is thus constant. In particular, by the representation (3.3), we have∫
∆f dm = 0, ∇f(z) = O(1/|z|2) as |z| → ∞, (f,−∆f) = ‖∇f‖22. (3.4)
Proof. Let µ = µV − 14π∆f . By the assumption ∆V > ∆f in SV and since µV = 14π∆V on SV ,
µ is a positive measure. By (3.4), we have∫
dµ = 1− 1
4pi
∫
∆f dm = 1,
which means that µ ∈ P (C). Moreover, (3.3) implies
Uµ +
1
2
(V − f) = UµV − 1
4pi
∫
log
1
|z − w|∆f(w)m(dw) +
1
2
V − 1
2
f = UµV +
1
2
V − 1
2
c, (3.5)
where c is the same constant as in (3.3). By Theorem 2.1 applied with potential V , the right-
hand side of the above equality is equal to FV − 12c in SV and at least FV − 12c outside SV .
The uniqueness statement of Theorem 2.1 applied with the potential V − f now implies that
µV−f = µ, as claimed. It also follows that FV−f = FV − 12c, and therefore (3.5) implies (3.1).
It remains to show (3.2). Since µV−f = µV − 14π∆f , we indeed have
IV−f (µV−f )− IV (µV ) + (f, µV ) = D( 14π∆f, 14π∆f) + (f, 14π∆f)− 2D(µV , 14π∆f)− (V, 14π∆f)
= 18π (f,−∆f)− 14π (f,−∆f) = − 18π (f,−∆f),
where we have used that the last two terms on the first line cancel, by integration by parts and
since dµV =
1
4π∆V dm in the interior of its support. Thus (3.2) holds as claimed.
3.2. Restriction. The following proposition shows the important property that, given a poten-
tial V with equilibrium measure µV , the potentialW defined by adding the logarithmic potential
of the charge of µV contained in some region B
c to V , has equilibrium measure µW given simply
by the rescaled restriction of µV to B.
Proposition 3.2. Let B ⊂ SV a compact subset and set
W (z) =
1
µV (B)
(
V (z) + 2
∫
SV \B
log
1
|z − w| µV (dw)
)
.
Then SW = B and
µW =
1
µV (B)
µV |B , (3.6)
where µV |B is the restriction of µV to B.
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Figure 3.1. For a class of perturbations W of V as above (3.7), the support of µW contains the bulk of
the support of µV , and the density on the boundary remains bounded.
Proof. Define µ by the right-hand side of (3.6). Then
Uµ(z) +
1
2
W (z) =
1
µV (B)
(∫
B
log
1
|z − w|µV (dw) +
1
2
V (z) +
∫
SV \B
log
1
|z − w|µV (dw)
)
{
= FVµV (B) for q.e. z ∈ B
>
FV
µV (B)
for q.e. z ∈ C
by the Euler–Lagrange equation associated to V . Since, by definition, µ is a probability measure,
Theorem 2.1 implies that µ = µW .
3.3. Harmonic perturbation. In the following, we consider a class of perturbations of the po-
tential V that are harmonic inside the support of the equilibrium measure.
For convenience, we assume here that SV = ρD for some ρ > 0, where D is the open unit disk.
(This will be sufficient for our application in the proof of Theorem 1.1 with general potential; see
Section 6.) Furthermore, we assume that 14π∆V > α in ρD for some parameter α > 0. The class
of perturbations W is as follows. Let ν be a positive measure with supp ν ∩ ρD = ∅, R ∈ C(ρD)
be harmonic in ρD, and t > 0. Then W is given by
W (z) =
{
tV (z) + 2Uν(z) + 2R(z), z ∈ ρD
∞, z ∈ ρD∗ . (3.7)
Both perturbations Uν and R are harmonic inside ρD. We will later assume that R is small, in
a certain sense, while Uν is allowed to be more singular but generated by a positive measure ν.
We write D∗ = C \ D for the open complement of the unit disk. Moreover, for z ∈ ∂ρD, we
write n¯ = n¯(z) = z/|z| for the outer unit normal, and
∂−n f(z) = lim
ε↓0
f(z)− f(z − εn¯)
ε
for the derivative in the direction n¯ taken from inside ρD.
The next two propositions show that the bulk of the equilibrium measure µV is stable under
suitable pertubations W of the form (3.7), and that the density of µW on the boundary remains
bounded. Both properties are illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that V and W are as above (3.7). Then we have
SW ⊃ {z ∈ ρD : dist(z, ρD∗) > κ} , where κ = 4
√
max(‖ν‖, 2ρ‖∂−n R‖∞,∂ρD + (t− 1))
αt
. (3.8)
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Proposition 3.4. Suppose that V and W are as above (3.7) and assume in addition that µV is
absolutely continuous with respect to the 2-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Then µW = µ + η,
where µ is absolutely continuous with respect to µV , and η absolutely continuous with respect to
the arclength measure s on ∂ρD with the Radon–Nikodym derivative bounded by
ρ
∥∥∥dη
ds
∥∥∥
∞
6
1
2pi
(
‖η‖ + ‖ν‖+ 2ρ‖∂−n R‖∞,∂ρD + |1− t|ρ‖∂−n V ‖∞,∂ρD
)
. (3.9)
Remark 3.5. The bounds (3.8) and (3.9) are effective for small ν and R, and t close to 1. For
larger perturbations, the bounds still remain valid (but sometimes vacuously). For example, for
ρ = 1 note that SV = D implies that α 6 1/pi. As t→∞, we have κ→ 4/
√
α > 4/
√
pi > 1, so
SW = ∅ as expected. Suppose ν = 0 and R = 0. Then κ = 4
√
max(0, t− 1)/(αt). This is 0 for
t 6 1 and increasing for t > 1, also as expected.
3.3.1. Proof of Proposition 3.3. As preparation for the proof of Proposition 3.3 we first recall
the behaviour of the distributional Laplacian for functions with a discontinuous gradient on a
curve and then prove a technical lemma.
Let γ be a smooth Jordan curve with interior domain D+ and exterior domain D−. Suppose
f ∈ C2(D+ ∪ D−) ∩ C(C) and further that ‖∇f‖∞ < ∞ in a neighbourhood of the curve γ.
Then the distributional Laplacian of f coincides with the usual pointwise Laplacian off the curve
γ and on γ it is the measure (∂+ − ∂−)f ds, where ∂+ and ∂− denote the normal derivatives
from the outside and inside, respectively, taken at a point of γ and ds is the arclength measure
on γ. Concisely we may write
∆f = ∆f dm+ (∂+f − ∂−f) ds, (3.10)
where the left-hand side denotes the Laplacian understood in the distributional sense and on
the right-hand side dm is the area measure and ds the arclength measure on γ. This formula
can be deduced from Green’s identity as follows.
Let φ ∈ C∞c (C) be a test function whose support intersects both D+ and D−. To determine
the distribution ∆f , first write∫
∆f φ =
∫
f ∆φdm =
∫
D+
f ∆φdm+
∫
D−
f ∆φdm,
where the first equality is by definition of the distributional derivative and the second holds
by the continuity of f and φ and the smoothness of γ. Again by the smoothness assumptions,
Green’s identity may be applied twice to both terms separately to obtain∫
D±
f ∆φdm =
∫
∂D±
f ∂nφds −
∫
∂D±
∂nf φ ds +
∫
D±
∆f φ dm
where ∂n denotes the outer normal derivative in the corresponding domain. Finally, note that
∇φ is 0 on ∂ suppφ and that on γ the outer normals of D+ and D− are negatives of each other,
by the continuity of f implying that
∫
∂D+ f ∂nφ+
∫
∂D− f ∂nφ = 0. Summing up,∫
∆f φ = −
∫
∂D+
∂nf φ ds+
∫
D+
∆f φ dm−
∫
∂D−
∂nf φ ds+
∫
D−
∆f φ dm
=
∫
D+
∆f φ dm+
∫
D−
∆f φ dm+
∫
γ
(∂+f − ∂−f)φds.
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log 1|z−w|
lr(z − z˜) + k
w
z0 z˜SV = D
Figure 3.2. The figure illustrates (a one-dimensional projection of) the construction of the test function
(3.18) for a single external charge located at w 6∈ D, in the case R˜ = 0 and t = 1. The density of the
equilibrium measure imposes a lower bound on r. Then if z0 is sufficiently far from w, we can find z˜ and
k such that log 1|z−w| and lr(z − z˜) + k match at z0 and log 1|z−w| dominates lr(z − z˜) + k everywhere.
Lemma 3.6 shows that the dotted graph lies below the solid graph.
Since the test function φ is arbitrary, this is equivalent to (3.10).
The following lemma contains the central idea of the proof of Proposition 3.3. While checking
the calculus of the lemma is slightly tedious, the idea is clearly illustrated in Figure 3.2: the
lemma shows that the dotted graph lies below the solid graph.
To state the lemma, for any r > 0, define the function lr : C→ R by
lr(z) = (− log | · | ∗ 1
pir2
1B(0,r))(z) =
{
1
2 + log
1
r − |z|
2
2r2
, |z| 6 r
log 1|z| , |z| > r.
(3.11)
For later use, we note that
∇lr(z) = −z
r2 ∨ |z|2 , ∆lr(z) = −
2
r2
1Br(0). (3.12)
Lemma 3.6. Let z0 ∈ C, w ∈ C, σ > 12 and r ∈ (0, 1) be given so that |z0 − w| > 2r. Then there
exist z˜ ∈ C and k ∈ R such that
σ
(
lr(z0− z˜)+k
)
=
1
2
log
1
|z0 − w| and σ
(
lr(z− z˜)+k
)
6
1
2
log
1
|z − w| for all z ∈ C. (3.13)
Moreover, the point z˜ lies on the line passing through z0 and w at distance at most r from z0
between z0 and w.
Proof. First, we choose z˜ ∈ C and k ∈ R so that
σ∇lr(z0 − z˜) = 1
2
∇ log 1|z − w|
∣∣∣∣
z=z0
=
1
2
z0 − w
|z0 − w|2 and σ
(
lr(z0 − z˜) + k
)
=
1
2
log
1
|z0 −w| .
(3.14)
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To see that this is possible, first note that 12
∣∣∣ z0−w|z0−w|2
∣∣∣ 6 14r by the assumption |z0 −w| > 2r. By
(3.12), the map z 7→ σ∇lr(z0− z) takes the disk Br(z0) bijectively onto Bσ/r(0) ⊃ B1/(4r)(0). It
follows there exists a unique choice of z˜ ∈ Br(z0) so that the gradients of σlr(·− z˜) and 12 log 1|·−w|
match at z0. The second equality can then be arranged by the choice of k.
It remains to be shown that with the choice (3.14) it is in fact true that
σ
(
lr(z − z˜) + k
)
6
1
2
log
1
|z −w| for all z ∈ C. (3.15)
Clearly, the point z˜ lies between the points z0 and w on the line L connecting these two points.
We will first prove that the inequality in (3.15) holds for z ∈ L. For the proof, it is helpful to
keep Figure 3.2 in mind. Without loss of generality assume w = 0 and z0 > 0, z˜ > 0 so that L
coincides with R. Thus it needs to be shown that
f(x) :=
1
2
log
1
|x| > σ
(
lr(x− z˜) + k
)
=: g(x), x ∈ R,
where z˜ is chosen as in (3.14). Denote by h the common tangent of the graphs of f and g drawn
at x = z0. Since f is convex and g is concave on [z˜− r, z˜+ r], the graph of f lies above h and the
graph of g lies below h on this interval. Especially g(x) 6 f(x) on [z˜− r, z˜+ r]. Moreover, since
f ′(x) < 0 and g′(x) > 0 for x ∈ (0, z˜), the inequality g(x) 6 f(x) holds by these observations for
x ∈ (0, z˜ + r]. To prove the inequality for x ∈ [z˜ + r,∞) note that g′(t) = − σt−z˜ 6 − 12t = f ′(t)
for t ∈ [z˜ + r,∞). It follows that
g(x)− g(z˜ + r) =
∫ x
z˜+r
g′(t) dt 6
∫ x
z˜+r
f ′(t) dt = f(x)− f(z˜ + r),
which by g(z˜+r) 6 f(z˜+r) implies the desired inequality g(x) 6 f(x), now proven for x ∈ (0,∞).
For x ∈ (−∞, 0) it also holds that g′(x) 6 f ′(x) and it is clear that f(x) > g(x) as x→ 0−, so
it remains to check the inequality as x→ −∞. For |x| large we write the difference f − g as
1
2
log
1
|x| − σ
(
log
1
|x− z˜| + k
)
6
1
2
log
(
1− |z˜||x|
)
− σk,
and from this form it is clear that g(x) 6 f(x) on the whole negative real axis if and only if
k < 0. This can be verified by the calculation
σk =
1
2
log
1
z0
−σlr(z0−z˜) < 1
2
log
1
z0
−σlr(r) 6 1
2
log
1
2r
−σ log 1
r
=
(
1
2
− σ
)
log
1
r
−1
2
log 2 < 0.
It remains to extend the inequality (3.15) from the line L passing through w and z0 to the
whole plane. This is easiest done by inspection of the level sets of the left- and right-hand sides
of (3.15) as in Figure 3.3. The level sets of the left-hand side are the circles centered at z˜ and
the level sets of the right-hand side are the circles centered at w. Let z ∈ C be arbitrary and
consider the circles C1 and C2 that pass through z and have centres z˜ and w respectively. Let a
denote the point of intersection of C1 and L for which z˜ lies between a and w, and let b denote
the point of intersection of C2 and L for which b and z˜ are in the same direction as seen from w.
The left-hand side of (3.15) a decreasing function of the distance |z − z˜|, so it suffices to show
that the point b lies within the circle C1. If z˜ lies between b and w, then we have
|b− w| = |z − w| 6 |z˜ − w|+ |z − z˜| = |z˜ − w|+ |a− z˜| = |a− w|,
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C2
z˜
w
b
a
z
C1
L
Figure 3.3. The circle centered at z˜ is the level set of the left-hand side of (3.15), while the circle
centered at w is the level set of the right-hand side. Therefore is suffices to verify LHS(a) 6 RHS(b).
which implies |b− z˜| 6 |a− z˜| since z˜ lies between b and w and also between a and w. Thus if z˜
lies between b and w we have proven (3.15). In the remaining case b lies between z˜ and w. Then
|b− w|+ |z˜ − a| = |z − w|+ |z − z˜| > |z˜ −w|,
which implies that a does not lie strictly between b and z˜, again implying that b lies inside C1.
The inequality (3.15) has now been proven for all z ∈ C, completing the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. As a preliminary step we show that we can assume ρ = 1 without loss
of generality. Indeed, assume that SV = ρD, and set Vρ(z) = V (ρz) and Wρ(z) =W (ρz). From
Theorem 2.1 it then follows that µVρ(dz) = µV (ρ dz) and µWρ(dz) = µW (ρ dz), so in particular
SVρ = D. Then the claim with ρ = 1 implies that SWρ ⊃ {z ∈ D : dist(z,D∗) > κρ}, with
√
ρ2ακρ = 4
√
max(‖ν‖, 2ρ‖∂−n R‖∞,∂ρD + (t− 1))
t
, (3.16)
and the original claim then follows by rescaling.
From now on, we therefore assume that ρ = 1. Let
D = {z ∈ D : dist(z,D∗) > κ} .
We will show that D ⊂ S∗W by exhibiting, for every z0 ∈ D, a function v = vz0 that satisfies
v(z0) =
1
2W (z0) and the requirements in (2.2) with V replaced by W . Thus we have uW =
1
2W
in D, and (2.3) and the fact that W − tV is harmonic in D ⊃ D imply that µW = 14π t∆V in D.
In particular D ⊂ suppµW as claimed.
We may without loss of generality assume that ν 6= 0. Namely, if ν = 0 it follows from the
statement of the proposition applied with ν replaced by ν = εδM (with ε > 0 small and M > 1
large) and R replaced by R− Uν′ that the estimate holds also for ν = 0.
The main difficulty of the proof is in giving v = vz0 for every z0 ∈ D and checking that the
requirements are satisfied. Fix z0 ∈ D. Let uV be the solution to the obstacle problem (2.2)
with the original potential V . Define the functions lr for r > 0 as in (3.11) and define
R˜(z) =
{
R(z), z ∈ D
R(1/z¯), z ∈ D∗. (3.17)
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Observe that R˜ is bounded and continuous on C and harmonic in D ∪D∗. (Though we will not
need the fact, it is the unique such function.) We will choose v = vz0 as a function of the form
v(z) = tuV (z) + σL(z) + R˜(z) + γG(z), L(z) =
∫ (
lr
(
z − z˜(w)) + k(w)) ν(dw), (3.18)
where G(z) = max(0, log |z|) is the Green’s function of D∗ with pole at ∞, and σ > 0, r > 0,
α > 0, k : supp ν → R and z˜ : supp ν → D are parameters. Set
γ = 2‖∂−n R‖∞,∂D, σ = max
(
1
2
,
γ + (t− 1)
‖ν‖
)
, and r = 2
√
‖ν‖σ
αt
=
1
2
κ.
The functions z˜ and k will be determined through Lemma 3.6 later; see also Figure 3.2.
We first verify the conditions on v required in (2.2): that lim sup|z|→∞
(
v(z)− log |z|) <∞,
that v is subharmonic on C, and that v 6 12W on C. The asymptotics as |z| → ∞ of the different
terms in (3.18) are uV (z) ∼ t log |z|, σL(z) ∼ −σ‖ν‖ log |z|, R˜(z) ∼ 1 and γG(z) ∼ γ log |z|.
Thus the growth condition at∞ in (2.2) is satisfied, as γ+ t−σ‖ν‖ 6 1 by the definitions of the
parameters. Next, we show that v is subharmonic. By the symmetry of the definition (3.17), the
jump of the gradient of R˜ at ζ ∈ ∂D is 2∂−n R(ζ). Thus by (3.12) and (3.10) the (distributional)
Laplacian of v is given by
∆v = t∆uV + σ∆L+∆R˜+ γ∆G =
t
2
∆V 1D − σ
∫
2
r2
1Br(z˜(w)) ν(dw) + 2∂
−
n Rds+ γ ds,
where ds is the arclength measure on ∂D. The points z˜(w) will be chosen so that Br(z˜(w)) ⊂ D
for all w ∈ supp ν, so the subharmonicity of v in the interior of D follows from
σ
∫
2
r2
1Br(z˜(w)) ν(dw) 6
2σ‖ν‖
r2
1D 6
t
2
α1D 6
t
2
∆V 1D.
by the definition of r. On the other hand, on ∂D the positivity of ∆v follows from 2∂−n R+γ > 0
by our choice of γ.
By Theorem 2.2 (i) and the assumption SV = D, we have S
∗
V ⊇ SV = D, and therefore
uV (z) =
1
2
V (z) for all z ∈ D.
By definition we also have
R˜(z) = R(z) for all z ∈ D.
Moreover, we have G(z) = 0 for all z ∈ D. To have v(z) 6 12W (z) for all z ∈ D and v(z0) =
1
2W (z0) as required, it thus suffices to show that we can choose the parameters z˜ : supp ν → D
and k : supp ν → R in the definition of L(z) such that
σL(z) 6
1
2
∫
log
1
|z −w|ν(dw) for all z ∈ D, (3.19)
σL(z0) =
1
2
∫
log
1
|z0 − w|ν(dw). (3.20)
To achieve this, for every w ∈ supp ν we apply Lemma 3.6 to obtain z˜(w) and k(w) for which
σ
(
lr(z0−z˜(w))+k(w)
)
=
1
2
log
1
|z0 − w| and σ
(
lr(z−z˜(w))+k(w)
)
6
1
2
log
1
|z − w| for z ∈ C.
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The assumptions of the lemma are in force, as σ > 12 and |z0 − w| > 2r = κ by our definitions
and assumptions, and further if r > 1, κ = 2r > 2 and there is nothing to prove. (It is also
obvious from the proof of Lemma 3.6 that the maps w 7→ z˜(w) and w 7→ k(w) are measurable.)
The requirements (3.19)–(3.20) are now satisfied, finishing the proof.
3.3.2. Proof of Proposition 3.4. In the proof of Proposition 3.4, we will use the following general
formula for logarithmic potentials. Let γ ⊂ C be a C1 curve and η a measure supported on γ
for which the potential Uη is continuous on C. Then for z ∈ γ we have
∂−n U
η(z) = pi lim
r→0+
η(Br(z))
s(Br(z))
−
∫
γ
z − w
|z − w|2 · n¯ η(dw), (3.21)
where ∂−n denotes a one-sided derivative in the normal direction n¯ = n¯(z) and s denotes the
arclength measure of γ, if the limit on the right-hand side exists. In addition we will use the
closely related fact that that for every z ∈ supp η it holds that
lim sup
r→0+
η(Br(z))
s(Br(z))
=∞ if and only if lim sup
ε→0+
1
ε
(Uη(z)− Uη(z − εn¯)) =∞. (3.22)
For completeness, we provide a proof of (3.21) and (3.22) below the proof of the proposition.
Proof of Proposition 3.4. As in the proof of Proposition 3.3, without loss of generality, we can
assume ρ = 1.
Let µ be the absolutely continuous part of µW and set η = µW − µ. Write dη = dηds ds+ dηs,
where ηs is singular with respect to the arclength measure. Given Theorem 2.2, it is to be shown
that ηs ≡ 0 and that dηds obeys (3.9).
First, by [39, Theorems I.4.8 and I.5.1], the potential UµW is continuous on the full plane.
(Indeed, by Theorem I.4.8, continuity is clear inside D as well as outside SV . For z0 ∈ ∂SV ∩∂D,
condition (iv)’ of Theorem I.5.1 is satisfied since C \Σ = D∗ and any point on its boundary ∂D
is thus a regular point for the Dirichlet problem.) Therefore, by (3.21), for every z ∈ supp η for
which the measure η is differentiable with respect to s, we have
pi lim
r→0+
η(Br(z))
s(Br(z))
= ∂−n U
µW (z) +
∫
z −w
|z − w|2 · n¯ µW (dw). (3.23)
We will show that the right-hand side of (3.23) is bounded by the right-hand side of (3.9). In
fact the same argument shows that lim supr→0+
η(Br(z))
s(Br(z))
< ∞ at every z ∈ supp η. From this
it follows that ηs ≡ 0, and then, since limr→0+ η(Br(z))s(Br(z)) =
dη
ds (z) for ds-almost every z ∈ supp η
by [23, Theorem 3.22], we see that the bound (3.9) holds.
By the continuity of the potential UµW equality in the Euler–Lagrange equation (2.1) holds
at every (rather than quasi-every) z ∈ supp η, i.e., UµW (z) = c − 12W (z), and we also have
UµW (z) > c− 12W (z) everywhere. Thus
UµW (z) +
1
2
W (z)− (UµW (z − εn¯) + 1
2
W (z − εn¯)) 6 0,
and therefore, assuming that the derivative exists at z,
∂−n U
µW (z) 6 −1
2
∂−nW (z) = −
t
2
∂−n V (z) +
∫
z − w
|z − w|2 · n¯ ν(dw)− ∂
−
n R(z). (3.24)
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Combining (3.23) and (3.24) gives
pi lim
r→0+
η(Br(z))
s(Br(z))
6 − t
2
∂−n V (z)+
∫
z − w
|z − w|2 ·n¯ ν(dw)−∂
−
n R(z)+
∫
z − w
|z − w|2 ·n¯ (µ+η)(dw) (3.25)
for those z ∈ supp η for which the limit exists.
H−
H+
D
z
n¯
Figure 3.4. For w in the halfplane H− we have (z − w) · n¯ < 0 and (z − w) · n¯ > 0 for w ∈ H+. The
bound z−w|z−w|2 · n¯ 6 12 holds for all z ∈ C \ D.
Given z ∈ ∂D, denote H+ = {w : (z−w) · n¯ > 0} and H− = {w : (z−w) · n¯ < 0}. These sets
are the half-planes into which the tangent of ∂D at z divides the plane, H+ being the one that
contains D; see Figure 3.4. Observe the inequality z−w|z−w|2 · n¯ 6 12 in H+ \ D. Indeed, supposing
z = (1, 0) for notational convenience, H+ \ D = {(x, y) : x 6 1, y2 > 1− x2} and thus
z − w
|z − w|2 · n¯ =
1− x
(x− 1)2 + y2 6
1− x
2− 2x =
1
2
for w = (x, y) ∈ H+ \D.
By the definition of H− thus also z−w|z−w|2 · n¯ 6 12 in C \ D. Since supp ν ⊂ C \ D and supp η ⊂
∂D ⊂ H+ \ D it follows that∫
z − w
|z − w|2 · n¯ ν(dw) 6
1
2
‖ν‖ and
∫
z − w
|z − w|2 · n¯ η(dw) 6
1
2
‖η‖.
To bound the integral with respect to µ in (3.25) we note that, since SV = D and V ∈ C1,1loc , and
since µV is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, we have µ = 1SWµV
(recall the perturbation in harmonic in D, so can only change the support but not the density
of the equilibrium measure) and thus∫
z − w
|z − w|2 · n¯ µ(dw) 6
∫
z − w
|z − w|2 · n¯ µV (dw) = −∂
−
n U
µV (z) =
1
2
∂−n V (z).
With these estimates (3.25) gives
pi lim
r→0+
η(Br(z))
s(Br(z))
6
1− t
2
∂−n V (z) +
1
2
‖ν‖ − ∂−n R(z) +
1
2
‖η‖
as needed.
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Finally, by replacing the one-sided derivative with the corresponding upper limit of difference
quotients, the bound (3.24) holds for all z ∈ supp η. The claim that lim supr→0+ η(Br(z))s(Br(z)) < ∞
at every z ∈ supp η then follows from (3.22).
Proof of (3.21). Suppose γ is such that γ : [a, b]→ C is an arclength parametrization, γ(c) = z
and let η⋆ be the pullback of η on [a, b]. We may suppose c ∈ (a, b), z = 0 and n¯ = (0,−1).
Thus γ(c + ε) = (ε + o1(ε), o2(ε)). Let φ(ε) be a function for which φ(ε)/ε → ∞, φ(ε) → 0 as
ε→ 0. Then
1
ε
(Uη(z)− Uη(z − εn¯)) =1
ε
∫
γ
(
log
1
|z − w| − log
1
|(z − εn¯)−w|
)
η(dw)
=
1
ε
∫
γ\γ([c−φ(ε),c+φ(ε)])
(
log
1
|z − w| − log
1
|(z − εn¯)−w|
)
η(dw)
+
1
ε
∫ φ(ε)
−φ(ε)
1
2
log
(s+ o1(s)
2) + (ε+ o2(s)
2)2
(s+ o1(s))2 + o2(s)2
η⋆(ds).
Noting that the integrand is not singular since n¯ is the normal of γ at z, the first term tends
to − ∫γ z−w|z−w|2 · n¯ η(dw) as ε → 0+. In the latter term we make the change of variables s → εs,
note that the terms involving o1 and o2 may be dropped and get
1
2
∫ φ(ε)/ε
−φ(ε)/ε
log
(
1 +
1
s2
)
η⋆(ε ds)
ε
ε→0+−→ pi lim
r→0+
η⋆([−r, r])
2r
= pi lim
r→0+
η(Br(z))
s(Br(z))
if the last limits exist, by the evaluation
∫∞
−∞ log(1 +
1
s2
) ds = 2pi. The claim (3.22) follows by
estimating the integrand from below by an indicator function.
4 Large deviation estimate for one step
The result of this section is the following estimate. It follows from elementary estimates from
mean-field theory: Newton’s electrostatic theorem and Jensen’s inequality; see e.g. [34].
The statement of our assumptions below is somewhat involved due to the required generality
that the equilibrium measure may have charge on the boundary of a domain. In the special case
that there is no boundary charge, the assumptions can be significantly simplified. Moreover,
our conditions on the boundary are not the most general possible, but convenient to verify in
our application of interest (in which the domain will be a small disk). For example, we only use
assumption (ii) to control the logarithmic potential of v, and the exponent 1/2 could be replaced
by any exponent greater than 0 or directly by an estimate on the logarithmic potential.
Proposition 4.1. Let Σ = ΣW be a smooth domain. Given a potential W ∈ C1,1loc (ΣW ) possibly
depending on the number of particles M , assume that there exist u : ΣW → R+ and v : ∂ΣW →
R+ such that dµW = u dm + v ds, where dm is the 2-dimensional Lebesgue measure and ds is
the arclength measure on ∂ΣW . We further make the following assumptions.
(i) ∆W > α on SW for some α > 0 (which is allowed to depend on M);
(ii) there exist Au, Av such that ‖1SW∆W‖∞ 6 CMAu, ‖v‖∞ 6 CMAv and
sup
w∈C
∫
v(z) s(dz)√|z − w| 6 CMAv ; (4.1)
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(iii) there exist A∇, An and an exceptional set F ⊂ ΣW such that ‖1SW∩F c∇W‖∞ 6 CMA∇
and such that we have supt∈[0,M−An ]
∫
F∩∂ΣW |W (z − tn¯)−W (z)| v(z) s(dz) 6 CM−1;
(iv) there exist Aζ , An such that∫
C
e−Mβζ(z)m(dz) 6 CMAζ , where ζ = 2UµW +W − FW , (4.2)
and that for any w ∈ supp v ⊂ ∂ΣW it holds that w − εn¯w ∈ ΣW for all ε < M−An where
n¯w denotes the outward normal of ∂ΣW .
Then for any bounded f ∈ C2(C) with supp∆f ⊂ SW , and for any ξ > 1 + 1/β,∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
M
∑
j
f(zj)−
∫
f dµW
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = O(ξ)
(
M logM
αM2
‖∆f‖∞ +
(
M logM
M2
)1/2
‖∇f‖2
)
, (4.3)
with probability at least 1 − e−ξβM logM under PM,W,β. The implicit constant depends only on
the numbers A and C assumed above.
In fact, if there is no boundary charge (v = 0), the condition that ∆f has support in SV can
be extended to the condition that ∆f has compact support in Σ.
Remark 4.2. Proposition 4.1 gives an estimate at scales M−s, s < 1/4. Indeed, let f0 > 0 be a
smooth function supported in the unit ball with
∫
f0 dm = 1, and set fs(z) =M
2sf(M sz). Then
‖∆fs‖∞ = O(M4s), ‖∇fs‖2 = (fs,−∆fs) = O(M4s),
and thus the error bounds in (4.3) are
M−1(logM)M4s, M−1/2(logM)1/2M2s,
which go to 0 if s < 1/4.
4.1. Bounds on partition function. For β > 0 and f : C→ R, we define the perturbed partition
function
Z(f) =
∫
CM
e−βHM,W (z)+
∑
j f(zj)m⊗M (dz).
This is simply the partition function associated to the potential W − 1βM f . In the following two
lemmas, upper and lower bounds are shown, from which Proposition 4.1 then follows easily.
Lemma 4.3. Let f ∈ C2(C) be bounded with supp∆f ⊂ SW and |∆f | 6 βM∆W in supp∆f ,
and assume that the conditions in Proposition 4.1 hold. Then
− 1
β
logZ(f) >M2IW (µW )− 1
β
M
∫
f dµW − 1
8piβ2
(f,−∆f)−CM logM − 1
β
AζM logM
for a constant C > 0 only depending on Au, A∇ and Av.
In fact, if there is no boundary charge (v = 0), the condition that ∆f has support in SV can
be extended to the condition that ∆f has compact support in Σ.
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Proof. Let ρ = 1π1D. Since ρ is a radially symmetric probability distribution, Newton’s electro-
static theorem states that
log
1
|z| >
∫
log
1
|z − w| ρ(w)m(dw). (4.4)
In particular, if µ(ε) = ρε ∗ µ where ρε(z) = ε−2ρ(ε−1z) for ρ as above,
D(δz, δw) > D(δ
(ε)
z , δ
(ε)
w ). (4.5)
It follows that
HM,W (z)− 1
β
∑
j
f(zj) >M
2D(µˆ(ε), µˆ(ε))−MD(δ(ε)0 , δ(ε)0 ) +M2(W − 1βM f, µˆ).
Let µW,f be the equilibrium measure for the potential W − 1βM f , and write
D(µˆ(ε), µˆ(ε)) + (W − 1βM f, µˆ) = D(µW,f , µW,f ) + (W − 1βM f, µW,f)
+D(µˆ(ε) − µW,f , µˆ(ε) − µW,f ) + 2(UµW,f , µˆ(ε) − µˆ)
+ 2(UµW,f + 12(W − 1βM f), µˆ− µW,f)
to get
HM,W (z)− 1
β
∑
j
f(zj) >M
2
(
D(µW,f , µW,f ) + (W − 1βM f, µW,f)
)
−MD(δ(ε)0 , δ(ε)0 )
+M2
(
D(µˆ(ε) − µW,f , µˆ(ε) − µW,f) + 2(UµW,f , µˆ(ε) − µˆ)
)
+M2
(
2(UµW,f + 12(W − 1βM f), µˆ− µW,f)
)
.
The first term on the second line is nonnegative since D is positive definite for signed measures
with total measure 0. By Proposition 3.1, the first term on the third line equals
∫
ζ(z)µˆ(dz)
(recall the definition of ζ in (4.2)), which by the Euler–Lagrange equation is identically 0 on SW
and positive elsewhere. Therefore
HM,W (z)− 1
β
∑
j
f(zj) >M
2h−MD(δ(ε)0 , δ(ε)0 )+M2
∫
ζ(z)µˆ(dz)+2M2(UµW,f , µˆ(ε)− µˆ), (4.6)
where we abbreviate h = IW− 1
βM
f (µW− 1
βM
f ).
The asymptotics of the second term in (4.6) are given by MD(δ
(ε)
0 , δ
(ε)
0 ) =M(log
1
ε +O(1)).
To estimate the term 2M2(UµW,f , µˆ(ε)− µˆ) in (4.6), we use the equality UµW,f = UµW + 12βM f+c
by Proposition 3.1. From the explicit formula for ρε ∗ (− log) = lε in (3.11) it follows that
|(UµW )(ε)(z)− UµW (z)| =
∣∣∣∣
∫ (
lε(z − w)− log 1|z − w|
)
µW (dw)
∣∣∣∣ 6
∫
log
ε
|z − w| ∧ ε µW (dw)
6
√
ε
∫
Bε(z)
µW (dw)√|z − w| .
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where we used log t 6
√
t for t > 1. Write µW = u dm+ v ds. Then by assumption (ii) we have
√
ε
∫
Bε(z)
u(w)m(dw)√|z −w| 6 CMAuε2,
√
ε
∫
Bε(z)
v(w) s(dw)√|z − w| 6 CMAv
√
ε.
For f ∈ C2(C) with |∆f | 6 βM∆W 6 βM1+Au , using the radial symmetry of ρ, we also have
1
2βM |(f (ε) − f, µˆ)| 6 1βMCε2‖∆f‖∞ 6 Cε2MAu .
By the associative property of convolution, for any two measures µ and ν, we have (Uµ, ν(ε)) =
((Uµ)(ε), ν), from which we conclude that
|(UµW,f , µˆ(ε) − µˆ)| 6 Cε2MAu + C√εMAv .
We may thus take ε =M−max(Au/2,2Av) so that for M large (4.6) reads
HM,W (z) − 1
β
∑
j
f(zj) >M
2h+M2
∫
ζ(z)µˆ(dz) − CM logM, (4.7)
By assumption (iv) of Proposition 4.1 and (4.7),
Z(f) =
∫
CM
e−βHM,W (z)+
∑
j f(zj)m⊗M(dz)
6
∫
CM
e−β(M
2h+2M2
∫
ζ(z)µˆ(dz)−CM logM)m⊗M (dz)
= e−β(M
2h−CM logM)
(∫
C
e−βMζ(z)m(dz)
)M
6 e−β(M
2h−CM logM)MMAζ .
Finally, by Proposition 3.1, h > IW (µW )− 1βM (f, µW )− 18πβ2M2 (f,−∆f), which gives the desired
estimate.
In the case that v = 0 the estimates can be extended to f with ∆f compactly supported in Σ
as follows. We replace µW,f by µW in all estimates and instead of D(µˆ
(ε)−µW,f , µˆ(ε)−µW,f) > 0
we use integration by parts, the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and −|ab|+ |b|2 > −|a|2/4 to get
− 1βM (f, µˆ(ε)) +D(µˆ(ε) − µW , µˆ(ε) − µW ) = − 1βM (f, µW ) + 12π ( 1βM∇f +∇U µˆ
(ε)−µW ,∇U µˆ(ε)−µW )
> − 1βM (f, µW )− 18πβ2M2 (f,−∆f).
The integration by parts is justified if v = 0. This leads to the same bound as previously without
using that supp∆f ⊂ SW .
Lemma 4.4. Assume the conditions in Proposition 4.1 hold. Then
− 1
β
logZ(0) 6M2IW (µW ) + C
1
β
M logM (4.8)
for a constant C > 0 that depends only on the constants A.
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Proof. For w ∈ supp v, we set Eε(w) = {w − tn¯w : t ∈ [0, ε]}. As in assumption (iv), we choose
ε > 0 small enough such that for any w ∈ supp v ⊂ ∂ΣW it holds that Eε(w) ⊂ ΣW , and define
the measure µ
(ε)
W by
dµ
(ε)
W = u dm+ dv
(ε), v(ε)(dz) =
∫
supp v
v(w)
1
ε
sEε(w)(dz) s(dw),
where sEε(w) denotes the arclength measure on the segment Eε(w) and s the arclength measure
on ∂Σ. For ε < M−An observe that v(ε) is absolutely continuous with respect to dm and that its
density (which by a slight abuse of notation we also denote by v(ε), so that v(ε)(dz) = v(ε)(z) dm)
is bounded by O(ε−1‖v‖∞) by assumption (iv). Denote the density of µ(ε)W at z by µ(ε)W (z) and
apply Jensen’s inequality to see that
Z(0) =
∫
CM
e−βHM,W (z)m⊗M (dz)
>
∫
CM
e−βHM,W (z)−
∑
j log µ
(ε)
W (zj)
∏
j
µ
(ε)
W (zj)m
⊗M (dz)
> exp

∫
CM

−βHM,W (z)−∑
j
log µ
(ε)
W (zj)

∏
j
µ
(ε)
W (zj)m
⊗M (dz)


= exp
(
−βM(M − 1)IW (µ(ε)W )−M
∫
log µ
(ε)
W (z)µ
(ε)
W (dz)
)
Thus
− logZ(0) 6 βM2IW (µ(ε)W ) +M
∫
log µ
(ε)
W (z)µ
(ε)
W (dz). (4.9)
By the assumptions of Proposition 4.1 and the definition of µ
(ε)
W , the density µ
(ε)
W (·) is bounded
by CMAu + C 1εM
Av and therefore
M
∫
log µ
(ε)
W (z)µ
(ε)
W (dz) 6 CM +M log
1
ε
+max(Au, Av)M logM. (4.10)
The energy may be estimated as follows. For the interaction energy we write
D(µ
(ε)
W , µ
(ε)
W )−D(µW , µW ) = (Uµ
(ε)
W , µ
(ε)
W )− (UµW , µW ) = (Uµ
(ε)
W − UµW , µ(ε)W + µW )
= (Uv
(ε) − Uv, µ(ε)W + µW ).
From
Uv
(ε)
(z) =
∫
log
1
|z − ξ|v
(ε)(dξ) =
∫
v(w) s(dw)
∫ ε
0
log
1
|z − (w − tn¯w)|
dt
ε
we then get
Uv
(ε)
(z)− Uv(z) =
∫
v(w) s(dw)
∫ ε
0
log
1
|1 + tn¯wz−w |
dt
ε
= O(
√
ε)
∫
v(w) s(dw)√|z − w| = O(
√
εMAv),
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where in the second inequality we used
∫ ε
0 log |1 + tξ|dtε 6 C
√
ε|ξ|, and in the last inequality we
used assumption (4.1). The potential energy is estimated using assumption (iii) by
|(W,µ(ε)W )− (W,µW )| 6
∫
v(z) s(dz)
∫ ε
0
|W (z − tn¯z)−W (z)| dt
ε
6 ε‖∇W‖∞,SW∩F c + sup
t∈[0,ε]
∫
F∩∂ΣW
|W (z − tn¯z)−W (z)| v(z) s(dz)
6 εMA∇ + CM−1,
where in the last step we also used ε < M−An . To sum up, we have
|IW (µ(ε)W )− IW (µW )| 6 C
√
εMAv + CεMA∇ + CM−1, (4.11)
and from (4.10) and (4.11) it is then clear that taking ε 6M−1−max(2Av ,A∇,An) gives (4.8).
4.2. Proof of Proposition 4.1.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. By Lemmas 4.3–4.4, for any f ∈ C2(C) that satisfies the assumptions
of Lemma 4.3, we have
EM,W,β(e
∑
j f(zj)−M
∫
f dµW ) =
Z(f)
Z(0)
e−M
∫
f dµW 6 e
1
8piβ
(f,−∆f)+CβM logM+AζM logM
6 e
1
8piβ
(f,−∆f)+C(1+β)M logM , (4.12)
where EM,W,β is the expectation associated to PM,W,β. Given f as in the assumption of Propo-
sition 4.1, we apply the above estimate with f replaced by g = s−1f , where
s =
1
αβM
‖∆f‖∞ + (β2M logM)−
1
2 ‖∇f‖2.
Clearly, |∆g| 6 αβM 6 βM∆W in SW , so g satisfies the assumption of Lemma 4.3. Moreover,
1
β
(g,−∆g) = 1
β
s−2(f,−∆f) = 1
β
s−2‖∇f‖22 6 βM logM,
where in the second equality we used (3.4). By Markov’s inequality, for any ξ > 1 + 1/β, this
gives
PM,W,β


∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j
f(zj)−M
∫
f dµW
∣∣∣∣∣∣ > 3CξβsM logM


6 e
1
8piβs2
(f,−∆f)+C(1+β)M logM−3CξβM logM
6 e−ξβM logM .
Together with the definition of s, we obtain that with probability at least 1− e−ξβM logM ,∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
M
∑
j
f(zj)−
∫
f dµW
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 6 3Cξ
(
M logM
αM2
‖∆f‖∞ +
(
M logM
M2
)1/2
‖∇f‖2
)
,
as claimed. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1.
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BFigure 5.1. We condition on the particles outside B.
5 Conditional measure
5.1. Conditional measure. Let B ⊂ SV be compact. For z ∈ CN , we denote by M =M(z) the
number of particles in z inside B, by z˜ = (z˜1, . . . , z˜M ) the particles contained in B (ordered in an
arbitrary way), and by zˆ = (zˆ1, . . . , zˆN−M ) the particles outside B (again ordered arbitrarily).
Then
HN,V (z) =
∑
j 6=k
log
1
|z˜j − z˜k| +N
∑
j
(
V (z˜j)− Vo(z˜j |zˆ)
)
+ E(zˆ),
with
Vo(w|zˆ) = − 2
N
∑
k
log
1
|w − zˆk| , E(zˆ) =
∑
j 6=k
log
1
|zˆj − zˆk| +N
∑
j
V (zˆj).
Thus E(zˆ) is the contribution to the energy of the particles outside B and Vo the interaction
energy between the inside and the outside particles. Moreover, for zˆ ∈ (C \B)N−M and z ∈ C,
we set
W (w|zˆ) =
{
N
M (V (w)− Vo(w|zˆ)) (w ∈ B),
+∞ (w 6∈ B), (5.1)
PN,V,β(dw|zˆ) = PM(zˆ),W (·|zˆ),β(dw). (5.2)
Definition 5.1. We say that a function F : CN → R is symmetric if it is invariant under any
permutation of its arguments. For z˜ = (z˜1, . . . , z˜M ) ∈ CM and zˆ = (zˆ1, . . . , zˆN−M ) ∈ CN−M , we
write z˜ ◦ zˆ for the vector z˜ ◦ zˆ = (z˜1, . . . , z˜M , zˆ1, . . . , zˆN−M ) ∈ CN .
Proposition 5.2. For any symmetric F : CN → R,∫
F (z)PN,V,β(dz) =
∫
F (w ◦ zˆ)PN,V,β(dw|zˆ)PN,V,β(dz).
Thus PN,V,β(dz˜|zˆ) is the conditional probability of the particles inside B given those outside B.
Proof. By inclusion-exclusion, for any symmetric function F : CN → R,∫
CN
F (z)e−βHN (z)m⊗N(dz)
=
N∑
M=0
(
N
M
)∫
(Bc)N−M
∫
BM
F (z˜ ◦ zˆ)e−βHN (z˜◦zˆ)m⊗M (dz˜)m⊗(N−M)(dzˆ). (5.3)
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Define
U(z) =
{
N
N−M V (z) (z 6∈ B),
+∞ (z ∈ B).
For z˜ ∈ BM and zˆ ∈ (Bc)N−M , we write H(z˜|zˆ) = HM,W (·|zˆ)(z˜) and Hˆ(zˆ) = HN−M,U(zˆ). Then
HN(z˜ ◦ zˆ) = H(z˜|zˆ) + Hˆ(zˆ),
and therefore (5.3) equals
N∑
M=0
(
N
M
)∫
(Bc)N−M
(∫
BM
F (z)e−βH(z˜|zˆ)m⊗M(dz˜)
)
e−βHˆ(zˆ)m⊗(N−M)(dzˆ).
Now define F¯ : CN → R by
F¯ (z) =
∫
F (w ◦ zˆ)PN,V,β(dw|zˆ),
where as previously zˆ are the particles in z outside B. Note that F¯ is again symmetric and that
F¯ (z) = F¯ (ζ ◦ zˆ) for any ζ ∈ CM(z). Hence∫
BM
F (w ◦ zˆ)e−βH(w|zˆ)m⊗M(dw) = F¯ (z)
∫
BM
e−βH(w|zˆ)m⊗M (dw)
=
∫
BM
F¯ (w ◦ zˆ)e−βH(w|zˆ)m⊗M (dw).
By (5.3) with F¯ instead of F , it follows that∫
CN
F (z)e−βHN (z)m⊗N (dz) =
∫
CN
F¯ (z)e−βHN (z)m⊗N (dz)
as claimed.
Proposition 4.1 implies the following estimate for the conditional measure.
Proposition 5.3. Assume that ∆V > α0 on suppµV for an absolute constant α0 > 0. Fix B ⊂ SV
compact and zˆ ∈ (Bc)N−M such that W =W ( · |zˆ) as defined by (5.1) satisfies assumptions (ii–
iv) of Proposition 4.1. Then, for any bounded f ∈ C2(C) with supp∆f ⊂ int(suppµW ), for
ξ > 1 + 1/β, we have∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
N
∑
j
f(zj)−
∫
f dµV
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = O(ξ)
(
M logM
α0N2
‖∆f‖∞ +
(
M logM
N2
)1/2
‖∇f‖2
)
, (5.4)
with probability at least 1− e−ξβM logM under PN,V,β(·|zˆ).
Proof. Since W = +∞ outside B, we have SW ⊂ B. Since Vo is harmonic in B, it follows that
∆W = (N/M)∆V on SW . In particular, ∆V > α0 on suppµV implies that assumption (i) of
Proposition 4.1 holds with α = (N/M)α0, and in the interior of the support of µW , we have
µW (dw) =
N
M
µV (dw).
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Since the left-hand side of (5.4) is normalized by N instead of M , and since
M
N
M logM
αM2
=
M logM
α0N2
,
M
N
(
M logM
M2
)1/2
=
(
M logM
N2
)1/2
,
the claim follows from Proposition 4.1.
Remark 5.4. Assume M = N1−2t for some 0 6 t < 12 . Then Proposition 5.3 is an estimate at
scales N−s, s < 14 +
1
2t. Indeed, with f = fs as in Remark 4.2, the error bounds are
N−1−2tN4s, (N−1−2tN4s)
1
2 ,
which go to 0 if s < 14 +
1
2t.
5.2. Approximate potential. As a preliminary step to the inductive verification of the assump-
tions of Proposition 5.3, we now write the potential W defined in (5.1) in a suitable form.
Fix any ψ ∈ C∞c with ψ = 0 on B. (In Section 6.1, ψ will be chosen as a bump function
increasing from 0 to 1 in a small annulus outside B.) Then
Vo(z|zˆ) = − 2
N
∑
k
1Bc(zˆk)(1 − ψ(zˆk)) log 1|z − zˆk| −
2
N
∑
k
ψ(zˆk) log
1
|z − zˆk| .
Define
ν(dz|zˆ) = 1
M
∑
k
1Bc(zˆk)(1− ψ(zˆk))δzˆk(dz), (5.5)
R(z|zˆ) = 1
M
∑
k
ψ(zˆk) log
1
|z − zˆk| −
N
M
∫
ψ(w) log
1
|z −w| µV (dw), (5.6)
R′(z) =
N
M
∫
1Bc(w)(1 − ψ(w)) log 1|z − w| µV (dw). (5.7)
Thus, with ψ chosen as in Section 6.1, Uν(·|zˆ) is essentially the potential of the charges zˆ near B,
R(·) is the potential of the equilibrium measure µV near B, and R(·|zˆ) is the potential generated
by the charges and the equilibrium measure far away from B. Then
Vo(z|zˆ) = −2
∫
Bc
log
1
|z − w| µV (dw) −
M
N
(
2Uν(z|zˆ) + 2R(z|zˆ)− 2R′(z)
)
, (5.8)
and therefore, with the definition (5.1),
W (z|zˆ) =
{
N
M
(
V (z) + 2
∫
Bc log
1
|z−w| µV (dw)
)
+ 2Uν(z|zˆ) + 2R(z|zˆ)− 2R′(z) (z ∈ B)
+∞ (z 6∈ B).
(5.9)
Finally, we set
τ = τ(zˆ) =
N
M
µV (B). (5.10)
The main contribution to W (z|zˆ) will be given by
W¯ (z) =
{
1
µV (B)
(
V (z) + 2
∫
Bc log
1
|z−w| µV (dw)
)
(z ∈ B)
+∞ (z 6∈ B).
(5.11)
By Proposition 3.2, the equilibrium measure of the potential W¯ is explicitly given by a rescaling
of the restriction of µV to B. Our final goal is to show that the contribution of W (z|zˆ)− τW¯ (z)
can be controlled, for most zˆ distributed under the original measure.
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6 Proof of Theorem 1.1
Fix δ ∈ (0, 12). We will show that Theorem 1.1 holds for s ∈ (0, 12 − δ], with the implicit
constant depending on s only through the choice of δ. Our strategy is to apply Proposition 5.3
inductively, with M approximately given by M¯j = N
1−2sj for a deterministic sequence of scales
0 = s0 < s1 < · · · < sn = 12 − δ. More precisely, our goal is to show that if the conclusions of
Proposition 5.3 hold for B = B(z0,
1
2N
−sj) for some j, then we can verify them for j + 1 with
sj+1 =
1
4
+
1
2
sj − ε. (6.1)
The solution to this recursion is
sj =
(
1
4
− ε
) j−1∑
k=0
1
2k
. (6.2)
We may choose n <∞ and ε > 0 so that sn = 12 − δ. Throughout the following, we assume that
n and ε > 0 have been fixed this way.
From now on, without loss of generality, we assume z0 = 0 in the statement of Theorem 1.1,
by replacing V (z) by V (z − z0). In particular, then 0 ∈ int(suppµV ). Moreover, we write Bs
for the disk centered at 0 with radius N−s and B◦s ⊂ Bs for the disk centered at 0 with radius
1
2N
−s.
The following proposition is the core of the proof of Theorem 1.1. In this statement and
throughout the remainder of this section, we say that an event holds with t-high probability,
abbreviated t-HP, if it holds with probability at least 1− e−(1+β)N1−2t+O(logN), and we will use
tacitly that intersections of NO(1) many events that each hold with t-HP also hold with t-HP.
Assumption (At). For any bounded f ∈ C2(C) with supp∆f ⊂ B◦t ∩ SV , with t-HP, we have∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
N
∑
j
f(zj)−
∫
f dµV
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = O
((
1 +
1
β
)
logN
)(
N−1−2t‖∆f‖∞ +N− 12−t‖∇f‖2
)
. (6.3)
Proposition 6.1. For arbitrary ε > 0, (At) implies (As) for any 06t 6 s 6
1
4 +
1
2t− ε, with the
implicit constant in (6.3) depending only on ε.
The proof of the Proposition 6.1 is given in Section 6.1. Assuming the proposition, the proof
of Theorem 1.1 is completed easily, as follows.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. As discussed previously, without loss of generality we assume that z0 = 0.
As discussed around (6.1)–(6.2), given δ > 0 as above, we choose ε > 0 sufficiently small that
there exists n <∞ such that sn = 12 − δ, with the sequence (sj) defined by s0 = 0 and (6.1).
We will apply Proposition 6.1 inductively. For this, we first verify (At) for t = s0. This follows
from Proposition 4.1 applied to W = V and M = N , for which we verify the assumptions now.
Assumptions (i)–(iii) of Proposition 4.1 follow directly from the assumptions of the theorem,
with Au = Av = A∇ = An = 0 and F = ∅, using that v = 0 since V is C1,1 on a neighbourhood
of SV . Therefore it suffices to verify that (iv) holds. By Theorem 2.1, or more precisely by the
Euler–Lagrange equations (2.1) and since µV has compact support, we have
ζ > 0, ζ(z) ∼ 2 log 1|z| + V (z), |z| → ∞.
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By assumption (1.3), we thus have ζ(z) > ε log |z| for sufficiently large |z|, and therefore with
N large enough (depending on β and ε in (1.3)) assumption (iv) of Proposition 4.1 follows with
Aζ = 0. Thus the assumptions of Proposition 4.1 are verified. It follows that (As0) holds.
By induction, Proposition 6.1 implies that (At) holds for all t = sj for all j 6 n, in particular
for j = n, and the claim follows immediately.
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 6.1.
6.1. Proof of Proposition 6.1. To prove Proposition 6.1, we first establish a sequence of lemmas.
We abbreviate a = N−cε for a small constant c > 0 chosen in the proofs of the lemmas, and we
fix ψ ∈ C∞c such that ψ(z) = 0 for dist(z,B) 6 aN−s and ψ(z) = 1 for dist(z,B) > 2aN−s.
The following three lemmas apply to the definitions of τ , ν(dz) = ν(dz|zˆ), Rˆ(z) = R(z|zˆ), and
R′(z) from (5.10), (5.5), (5.6), and (5.7), respectively, with this choice of ψ.
Sometimes we will omit the scale index s or t, in which case it is implicitly understood to
be s; for example, we abbreviate B = Bs and M =Ms.
Lemma 6.2. Assume (At). Then, with t-HP, we have
τ = 1 +O(N−cε), ν(C) = O(N−cε). (6.4)
Proof. We show the first bound of (6.4); the second bound is analogous. Fix η > 0 and define
B− = {dist(z,Bc) > ηN−s}, B+ = {dist(z,B) 6 ηN−s}.
Let χ± be smooth cutoff functions with
χ+|B = 1, χ+|Bc+ = 0, χ−|Bc = 0, χ−|B− = 1,
obeying ‖∇kχ±‖∞ = O(Nks/ηk) for k = 0, 1, 2. In particular, we then have
‖∆χ±‖∞ = O(N2s/η2), (χ±,−∆χ±) = O(ηN−2sN2s/η2) = O(1/η),
where in the second bound we used that ∆χ± = 0 except on an annulus of area O(ηN−2s).
Using that s 6 14 +
1
2t− ε, it follows that −1− 2t 6 −4s− 4ε and thus
N−1−2t‖∆χ±‖∞ = O(N−2s−4εη−2), N−1−2t(χ±,−∆χ±) = O(N−4s−4εη−1).
By (6.3) therefore, with t-HP,
1
N
∑
j
χ±(zj) =
∫
χ± dµV +O(N−2s)(N−3εη−2 +N−εη−1/2)
= µV (B)(1 +O(η +N
−3εη−2 +N−εη−1/2)) = µV (B)(1 +O(N−cε)),
where in the second equality we used∫
χ± dµV = µV (B) +O(ηN−2s), µ(B) ≍ N−2s,
and in the last inequality we set η = N−ε.
Since
∑
j χ−(zj) 6M 6
∑
j χ+(zj) we thus have M = NµV (B)(1+O(N
−cε)), which shows
the first bound of (6.4). An analogous argument shows the second bound.
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Lemma 6.3. Assume (At). Then, with t-HP, we have
N−s‖∇Rˆ‖L∞(B) = O(N−cε).
Proof. First, we show that it suffices to prove that for any fixed z ∈ B we have
|∇Rˆ(z|zˆ)| = O(N s−cε), (6.5)
with t-HP. By a union bound, this bound then indeed holds for all z ∈ B ∩N−3Z2 with t-HP.
For |z − w| > N− 12 , we have ∣∣∣∣∇2 log 1|z − w|
∣∣∣∣ = O(N).
Since zˆ and the support of ψ are separated by distance at least N−
1
2 we obtain, using (6.4), that
with t-HP,
‖∇2R( · |zˆ)‖L∞(B) 6
N
M
O(N) = O(N2).
It follows that, with t-HP,
‖∇R( · |zˆ)‖L∞(B) 6 max
z∈B∩N−4Z2
|∇R(z|zˆ)|+N−3‖∇2R( · |zˆ)‖L∞(B)
6 O(N s−cε) +O(N−1) = O(N s−cε),
as needed.
For the remainder of the proof, we fix some z ∈ B, and show that (6.5) does indeed hold
with t-HP. For w ∈ C, we set f(w) = N−s∇(ψ(w) log 1|z−w|) and define the annulus A = {w :
dist(w,B) ∈ [aN−s, 2aN−s]}, with a as defined previously. Then the following properties hold:
A ⊂ B◦t , m(A) = O(aN−2s),
and
∆f = 0 on Ac, sup
A
|f | = O(| log a|/a), sup
A
|∆f | = O(N2s/a3).
Here and below all estimates for f are component-wise (in the obvious way). For s 6 14 +
1
2t− ε,
it follows that −1− 2t 6 −4s− 4ε and thus
N−1−2t(f,−∆f) = N−1−2tO(N−2sN2s| log a|/a2) = O(N−4s−4ε| log a|/a2)
N−1−2t‖∆f‖∞ = N−1−2tO(N2s/a3) = O(N−2s−4ε/a3).
Since f satisfies the assumptions of (At), with a = N
cε for some small c > 0, we obtain from
(6.3) that, with t-HP,
1
N
∑
j
f(zj) =
∫
f(w)µV (dw) +O(N
−2s−cε).
Since N/M = O(N2s) with t-HP, by Lemma 6.2, we therefore find that the claim N−s∇Rˆ(z) =
1
M
∑
j f(zj)− NM
∫
f dµV = O(N
−cε) holds, with t-HP.
Lemma 6.4. Assume (At). Then, with t-HP, we have
N−s‖∇R′‖L∞(B) = O(N−cε).
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Proof. By (5.7) and differentiation under the integral,
∇R′(z) = N
M
∫
1Bc(w)(1 − ψ(w)) w − z|w − z|2
1
4pi
∆V (w)m(dw).
Let A = z + {w : w ∈ [aN−s, 2aN−s]} be the support of w 7→ 1Bc(z + w)(1− ψ(z +w)). Then,
since 1Bc(w)(1 − ψ(w)) 6 1, ‖∆V ‖∞ 6 α−10 = O(1), and since N/M = O(N2s) with t-HP, by
Lemma 6.2, we have
N−s|∇R′(z)| = O(N s) inf
η>0
(∫
A∩Bη(0)
m(dw)
|w| +
1
η
∫
A∩Bη(0)c
1Bc(w + z)(1 − ψ(w + z))m(dw)
)
.
Since ∫
Bη(0)
m(dw)
|w| = O(η), m(A) = O(aN
−2s),
we obtain
N−s|∇R′(z)| = O(N s) inf
η>0
(η + η−1aN−2s) = O(
√
a) = O(N−cε),
where in the second equality we choose η =
√
aN−s.
Using Lemmas 6.2–6.4 and Proposition 5.3, we now complete the proof of Proposition 6.1.
Proof of Proposition 6.1. Fix t and assume (At). We show that then, with t-HP, W = W ( · |zˆ)
defined in (5.1), together with V = W¯ given by (5.11), obeys the assumptions of Proposition 5.3.
To verify this, we condition on zˆ such that the conclusions of Lemmas 6.2–6.4 hold; this event
has t-HP as needed. On this event, the number of particles in Bs satisfies Ms = NµV (Bs)τ ∈
[12NµV (Bs), 2NµV (Bs)], and we have the estimates
‖ν‖ = O(N−cε), N−s‖∂−n (R(·|zˆ) +R′)‖∞,∂B = O(N−cε), τ = 1 +O(N−cε). (6.6)
These estimates, as well as ∆W¯ = µV (B)
−1∆V > cα0N2s in B, imply that κ = O(N−s−cε)
in (3.8). Thus Proposition 3.3 implies
SW ⊃ B◦s .
Similarly, the assumptions of Proposition 3.4 are satisfied and it follows that there exist u ∈
L∞(B) and v ∈ L∞(∂B) such that dµW = u dm+ v ds, where dm is the Lebesgue measure on
C and ds the surface measure on ∂B, satisfying
u = 1SW
N
4piM
∆V, N−s‖v‖∞,∂B = O(1).
From the bound on v and since B is disk of radius N−s, the left-hand side of (4.1) is bounded
by
‖v‖∞ sup
w∈C
∫
∂B
s(dz)√|z − w| = O(N s/2). (6.7)
Thus assumption (ii) in Proposition 5.3 (and Proposition 4.1) is verified with Au = 2s/(1−2s) 6
1/(2δ) and Av = s/(1− 2s) 6 1/(4δ), where δ is the constant fixed in Theorem 1.1, and where
we used that M ≍ N1−2s.
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Next, we verify assumption (iii). To this end, define the (random) set F = ∪Bη(zˆj)∩B with
the choice η = N−4 and where the union ranges over all charges zˆj 6∈ B. Then for w 6∈ F we
have
|∇W (w|zˆ)| 6 N
M
|∇V (w)| + 2
M
∑
j
1
|w − zˆj | = O
( N
ηM
)
= O(MA∇),
with A∇ = 5/(1 − 2s)− 1 6 5/(2δ) − 1, where we used N = O(M1/(1−2s)) as above. Moreover,
for t ∈ [0, 1] small enough that w − tn¯ ∈ B for all w ∈ ∂B,∫
F
|W (w − tn¯|zˆ)−W (w|zˆ)| v(w) s(dw)
6
∫
F
(
N
M
|V (w − tn¯)− V (w)| + 2
M
∑
j
∣∣∣∣log
∣∣∣∣1− tn¯w − zˆj
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
)
v(w) s(dw)
= O
(
N
M
‖v‖∞
)(
s(F ) t ‖∇V ‖∞,B + sup
dist(z,B)62
∫
F
| log |w − z|| s(dw)
)
= O(N1+3sη log η) = O(N−1) = O(M−1),
using that ‖v‖∞ = O(N s), N/M = O(N2s), s(F ) 6
∑
j s(Bη(zˆj)) = O(Nη), and similarly
sup
dist(z,B)62
∫
F
| log |w − z|| s(dw) 6
∑
j
sup
dist(z,B)62
∫
Bη(zˆj)
| log |w − z|| s(dw) = O(Nη log η).
Moreover, since B is a disk of radius N−s > cM−s/(1−2s) > cM−1/(4δ), the condition assumed
on t is satisfied for t ∈ [0,M−An ] with An = 1/(4δ) + 1.
To verify assumption (iv), we recall that ζ > 0 and ζ = +∞ outside B, and therefore∫
e−βNζ dm 6 m(B) 6 1,
so the first condition holds with Aζ = 0, and the second condition holds with An as previously.
Thus we have shown that W ( · |zˆ) indeed obeys the assumptions of Proposition 5.3 for a set
of zˆ that has t-HP; we denote the event of such zˆ by Ω. For any such Ω, Proposition 5.2 applied
with an indicator function implies
PN,V,β


∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
N
∑
j
f(zj)−
∫
f(z)µV (dz)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ > κ

 6 PN,V,β(Ωc)
+ PN,V,β


∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
N
∑
j
f(zj)−
∫
f(z)µV (dz)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ > κ
∣∣∣∣∣Ω

 . (6.8)
Since Ω has t-HP, the first probability on the right-hand side is at most
e−N
1−2t+O(logN)
6 e−2N
1−2s
.
By Proposition 5.3 with ξ = 1 + 1/β, for s as in the statement of the proposition, the second
probability in (6.8) is at most e−ξβM logM 6 e−2(1+β)N1−2s . Since
e−2(1+β)N
1−2s
+ e−2(1+β)N
1−2s
6 e−(1+β)N
1−2s
we conclude that (As) holds. This completes the proof.
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7 Proof of Theorem 1.2
In this section we generally assume that the potential V satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1.2,
namely that V ∈ C4 and that it has the growth (1.3) at infinity. Moreover, as in the statement of
Theorems 1.2, choose s ∈ (0, 12), z0 in the interior of SV , and suppose that f ∈ C4c is supported
in B(z0,
1
2N
−s).
Let
FN,V,β(f) = logEN,V,β(e
Xf ), Xf =
∑
j
f(zj)−N
∫
f dµV
denote the cumulant generating function FN,V,β of the centered linear statistic Xf associated to
f , where as previously EN,V,β is the expectation associated to PN,V,β. Further define
‖f‖k,t =
k∑
l=1
tl‖∇lf‖∞.
Our goal is to prove that, for any ε > 0, for all f ∈ C4c (C) with support contained in B(z0, 12N−s)
and ‖f‖4,N−s 6 βα0, where α0 is fixed in the assumptions of Theorems 1.1–1.2, we have
FN,V,β(f) = O(βN
ε). (7.1)
For this, it suffices to show that ∂∂tFN,V,β(tf) is bounded by the right-hand side of (7.1) uniformly
in t ∈ [0, 1]. Since FN,V,β(0) = 0 the claim will then follow by integration over t ∈ [0, 1].
7.1. Loop equation. To bound the derivative ∂∂tFN,V,β(tf) we use the loop equation and estimate
the arising error terms using Theorem 1.1. For the following, we recall the notation ∂ = 12(∂x −
i∂y) and ∂¯ =
1
2(∂x + i∂y), and that ∂∂¯ =
1
4∆.
Proposition 7.1. For any potential V ∈ C1 with sufficient growth at infinity, and any test function
h ∈ C1c , we have the loop equation
EN,V,β

1
2
∑
j 6=k
h(zj)− h(zk)
zj − zk +
1
β
∑
j
∂h(zj)−N
∑
j
h(zj)∂V (zj)

 = 0. (7.2)
Proof. By integration by parts, we have
EN,V,β (∂h(zj)) = βEN,V,β(h(zj)∂zjH(z)) = βEN,V,β

h(zj)

∑
k:k 6=j
−1
zj − zk +N∂V (zj)



 ,
and (7.2) follows immediately from this equation by summation over j.
The following lemma rewrites the Euler–Lagrange equation (2.1) in a form useful for the
reformulation of the loop equation.
Proposition 7.2. For any sufficiently smooth f supported in the interior of SV , we have
1
2
∫∫
f(z)− f(w)
z − w µV (dz)µV (dw) −
∫
f(z)∂V (z)µV (dz) = 0 (7.3)
and KV (
∂¯f
∆V ) =
1
4f where
KV f(z) = −
∫
f(z)− f(w)
z − w µV (dw) + ∂V (z)f(z). (7.4)
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Proof. By the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.1), UµV + 12V is constant in the support of µV . Thus,
using ∂ log 1/|z| = −1/(2z), for z in the support of µV we have
−
∫
1
z −w µV (dw) = 2∂U
µV (z) = −∂V (z). (7.5)
This implies (7.3), and since µV =
1
4π∆V on its support, also by (2.1), and since ∂∂¯ =
1
4∆, also
KV
(
∂¯f
∆V
)
(z) =
1
4pi
∫
∂¯f(w)
z − w m(dw) =
1
2pi
∫
∂∂¯f(w) log |z − w|m(dw) = 1
4
f(z), (7.6)
as claimed.
For the following, we recall that µˆ = 1N
∑
j δzj denotes the empirical measure, and define
µ˜V = µˆ−µV to be the difference between the empirical and equilibrium measures. Given f , we
moreover abbreviate
h =
4∂¯f
∆V
(7.7)
throughout the remainder of Section 7.
Proposition 7.3. For any sufficiently smooth f supported in the interior of SV , we have
∂
∂t
FN,V,β(tf) = EN,V−tf/(βN),β
(
1
β
∫
∂h dµˆ +
t
β
∫
h∂f dµˆ
+
N
2
∫∫
h(z) − h(w)
z − w 1{z 6=w} µ˜V (dz) µ˜V (dw)
)
. (7.8)
Proof. We use the loop equation (7.2) with V replaced by V − tf/(βN). The first term in (7.2)
is proportional to
1
2N2
∑
j 6=k
h(zj)− h(zk)
zj − zk =
1
2
∫∫
h(z)− h(w)
z − w 1{z 6=w} µˆ(dz) µˆ(dw)
=
1
2
∫∫
h(z)− h(w)
z − w µV (dz)µV (dw) +
∫∫
h(z) − h(w)
z − w µV (dz) µ˜V (dw)
+
1
2
∫∫
h(z)− h(w)
z − w 1{z 6=w} µ˜V (dz) µ˜V (dw), (7.9)
where we used that µV is absolutely continuous to omit the indicator function 1{z 6=w} in the
first two terms on the right-hand side. Similarly, we write the last term in (7.2) as
1
N
∑
j
h(zj)∂V (zj) =
∫
h(z)∂V (z)µV (dz) +
∫
h(z)∂V (z) µ˜V (dz). (7.10)
By Proposition 7.2, the difference of the first terms on the right-hand sides of (7.9) and (7.10)
vanishes, and the difference of the second terms is equal to∫
KV h(w) µ˜V (dw). (7.11)
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Applying (7.2) with V replaced by V − tf/(βN), we obtain an additional term involving f and
find
EN,V−tf/(βN),β
(
N
∫
KV hdµ˜V
)
= EN,V−tf/(βN),β
(
1
β
∫
∂h dµˆ +
t
β
∫
h∂f dµˆ
+
N
2
∫∫
h(z)− h(w)
z − w 1{z 6=w} µ˜V (dz) µ˜V (dw)
)
. (7.12)
Let h = 4∂¯f/∆V . By Proposition 7.2 we then have KV h = f and thus N
∫
KV hdµ˜V = Xf and
obtain (7.8).
7.2. Proof of Theorem 1.2. To show that the right-hand side of (7.8) is bounded by the right-
hand side of (7.1), we use Theorem 1.1 applied with potential V − tf/(βN) instead of V , where
f ∈ C4c (C) has support in B(z0, 12N−s) and ‖f‖4,N−s 6 βα0.
We choose δ ∈ (0, 12−s). In particular, then ‖∇f‖∞/(βN) 6 N−
1
2
−δα0 and ‖∆f‖∞/(βN) 6
N−δα0, so Theorem 1.1 can be applied to the potential V −tf/(βN) with constants independent
of f . Moreover, by Proposition 3.1 and since t|∆f | 6 βN∆V on the support of µV , we have
µV−tf/(βN) = µV − 14πβN∆f dm and therefore∫
g dµV −
∫
g dµV−tf/(βN) =
1
4piβN
∫
g∆f dm 6 CN−1‖g‖∞ 6 CN−1‖g‖2,N−s , (7.13)
where we used m(supp∆f) = O(N−2s) and |∆f | 6 N2sβα0. Thus we can replace µV−tf/(βN)
by µV on the left-hand side of the estimate in Theorem 1.1 with a negligible error.
In the following, we say that an event E holds with δ-high probability (abbreviated δ-HP) if
PN,V−tf/(βN),β(E) 6 e−(1+β)N
2δ+O(logN). (7.14)
Except for the replacement of V by V − tf/(βN), this definition is the same as t-HP, introduced
in the previous section above (6.3), with t = 12 − δ. However, in this section, it is more natural
to use δ rather than 12 − δ. As previously, by the definition and the union bound, any union of
NO(1) many events which each hold with δ-HP also holds with δ-HP. Throughout the remainder
of this section, we also abbreviate
θ = N δ, ξ = (logN)(1 + 1/β). (7.15)
Then, by Theorem 1.1 and (7.13), it follows that for any g ∈ C2c with support in a ball of radius
t with t > θ/
√
N we have, with δ-HP,∫
g dµ˜V = O(ξ)
(
N−
1
2 (t2 ∧ 1)‖∇g‖∞ +N−1(t2 ∧ 1)‖∆g‖∞
)
= O(ξ)N−
1
2 (t∧1)‖g‖2,t∧1. (7.16)
To be precise, Theorem 1.1 as stated does not apply to the case s = 0 corresponding to t > 1 as
here g is not assumed to have support contained in SV . However, it is immediate from Propo-
sition 4.1 that (7.16) holds also in this case as by our smoothness assumptions the equilibrium
measure has no boundary charge.
Below we further use the abbreviation (7.7), and permit all constants to depend on V . In
particular, we use the bound N−s‖h‖k,N−s 6 C‖f‖k+1,N−s .
We first estimate the first two terms in (7.8).
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Lemma 7.4. For f satisfying the conditions above, with δ-HP, we have∫
∂h dµˆ − 1
4pi
∫
(∆f)(log∆V ) dm = O(ξ/θ)‖f‖4,N−s , (7.17)∫
h∂f dµˆ− 1
4pi
∫
f(−∆f) dm = O(ξ/θ)‖f‖23,N−s . (7.18)
Proof. By definition of h, we have
∂h = 4
∂∂¯f
∆V
+ 4(∂¯f)∂
(
1
∆V
)
=
∆f − 4(∂¯f)(∂ log∆V )
∆V
, h∂f =
4(∂¯f)(∂f)
∆V
. (7.19)
By integration by parts, we have
∫
∆f dm = 0 for f ∈ C2c (C) and, since dµV = 14π∆V dm on its
support, therefore∫
∂h dµV =
1
4pi
∫
(∆f − 4(∂¯f)(∂ log∆V )) dm = 1
4pi
∫
(∆f)(log∆V ) dm,∫
h∂f dµV =
1
pi
∫
(∂¯f)(∂f) dm =
1
4pi
∫
f(−∆f) dm.
By (7.16) and since N−
1
2 6 N−δ−s = N−s/θ, to complete the proof of (7.17)–(7.18), it only
remains to verify that N−2s‖∂h‖2,N−s and N−2s‖h∂f‖2,N−s are bounded by the right-hand sides
of (7.17) and (7.18), respectively. This is clear from (7.19) and thus the proof is complete.
More care is required to estimate the last term in (7.8). Indeed,
h(z) − h(w)
z −w = ∂h(z) + ∂¯h(z)
z¯ − w¯
z − w +O(|z − w|),
and the second term on the right-hand side is not smooth on the diagonal.
Lemma 7.5. For f satisfying the conditions above, with δ-HP, we have
N
∫∫
h(z) − h(w)
z − w 1{z 6=w} µ˜V (dz) µ˜V (dw) = O(θ
2 + ξ2 logN)‖f‖3,N−s . (7.20)
Proof. To decompose the singularity, we use that for any compactly supported ϕ : [0,∞) → R
we have
h(z) − h(w)
z −w = C
∫ ∞
0
∫
C
ϕ(|z − ζ|/t)ϕ(|w − ζ|/t)(z¯ − w¯)(h(z) − h(w))m(dζ) dt
t5
. (7.21)
Indeed, this formula is equivalent to
1
|z|2 = C
∫ ∞
0
∫
C
ϕ(|z − ζ|/t)ϕ(|ζ|/t)m(dζ) dt
t5
,
which holds since both sides are rotationally symmetric and homogeneous of degree −2, for any
function ϕ for which the double integral on the right-hand side is well-defined (see e.g. [22]).
For example, we assume for convenience that ϕ is smooth, not identically zero, that 0 6 ϕ 6 1,
and that ϕ is supported in [14 ,
1
2 ]: this is enough for (7.21) to hold in the absolutely convergent
sense with 0 < C <∞.
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Recall that θ = N δ. We first consider the singular contribution t < θ/
√
N to (7.21), namely
H0(z, w) = 1{z 6=w}
∫ θ/√N
0
∫
C
ϕ(|z − ζ|/t)ϕ(|w − ζ|/t)(z¯ − w¯)(h(z) − h(w))m(dζ) dt
t5
.
In this case, we use that since h has support in B(z0,
1
2N
−s) we have
|ϕ(|z − ζ|/t)(ϕ(|w − ζ|/t)(z¯ − w¯)(h(z) − h(w))|
6 ϕ(|z − ζ|/t)ϕ(|w − ζ|/t)t2‖∇h‖∞1{z,w∈B(z0,N−s)}.
Thus we have the deterministic bound
|H0(z, w)| 6 1{z,w∈B(z0,N−s)}‖∇h‖∞
∫ θ/√N
0
∫
C
ϕ(|z − ζ|/t)ϕ(|w − ζ|/t)m(dζ) dt
t3
.
The only nonvanishing contributions to the integral are for |z − w| 6 t 6 θ/√N and thus the
integral can be estimated by
1{|z−w|6θ/√N}
∫ ∞
0
∫
C
ϕ(|z − ζ|/t)ϕ(|w − ζ|/t)m(dζ) dt
t3
= C1{|z−w|6θ/√N},
where the constant on the right-hand side is the integral on the left-hand side (which depends
neither on z or w by the same argument that shows (7.21)). In summary, we have shown that
|H0(z, w)| 6 C1{z,w∈B(z0,N−s)}1{|z−w|6θ/√N}‖∇h‖∞. (7.22)
Now we estimate∫∫
H0(z, w) µ˜(dz) µ˜(dw) 6
∫∫
|H0(z, w)| (µˆ + µV )(dz) (µˆ + µV )(dw).
We cover B(z0, N
−s) by O(N1−2s/θ2) many disks B′j of diameters θ/
√
N , and denote by Bj the
disk with the same center as B′j but diameter 2θ/
√
N . By (7.22) the support of H0 is contained
in the union
⋃
j{(z, w) : z ∈ B′j, w ∈ Bj} ⊂
⋃
j{(z, w) : z, w ∈ Bj}, and thus∫∫
|H0(z, w)| (µˆ + µV )(dz) (µˆ + µV )(dw) 6 C‖∇h‖∞
∑
j
(µˆ+ µV )(Bj)
2,
where the sum ranges over the O(N1−2s/θ2) many disks. For each disk, (7.16) implies that
µˆ(Bj)
2
6 2µV (Bj)
2 = O(θ4/N2)
with δ-HP. By a union bound, this holds simultaneously for all disks, again with δ-HP. Together
with the number of disks, we have thus obtained the bound
N
∫∫
H0(z, w) µ˜(dz) µ˜(dw) = O(θ
2N−2s)‖∇h‖∞ = O(θ2)‖f‖2,N−s , (7.23)
with δ-HP, as needed.
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Next we estimate the remaining part of the integral (7.21), namely t > θ/
√
N . We will first
estimate the integrand for fixed such t and any ζ. For this, we write
(z¯ − w¯)(h(z) − h(w)) = (z¯ − ζ¯)(h(z) − h(ζ))− (w¯ − ζ¯)(h(z) − h(ζ))
− (z¯ − ζ¯)(h(w) − h(ζ)) + (w¯ − ζ¯)(h(w) − h(ζ)). (7.24)
Since the four terms are analogous, we only consider the first one. Set u(z) = ϕ(|z − ζ|/t)(z¯ −
ζ¯)(h(z) − h(ζ)) and v(w) = ϕ(|w − ζ|/t). Then
‖∇u‖∞ 6 Ct‖∇h‖∞, ‖∇2u‖∞ 6 Ct‖∇2h‖∞ + C‖∇h‖∞,
‖∇v‖∞ 6 C/t, ‖∇2v‖∞ 6 C/t2,
and r = diam suppu = N−s ∧ t if h(ζ) = 0 and r = t if h(ζ) 6= 0, and the support of v has
diameter at most t. Thus, for any t > θ/
√
N and any ζ ∈ C, by (7.16) and since r 6 t we obtain∫∫
u(z)v(w) µ˜V (dz) µ˜V (dw)
= O
(
ξN−
1
2 r2t‖∇h‖∞ + ξN−1r2(‖∇h‖+ t‖∇2h‖)
)
O
(
ξN−
1
2 (t2 ∧ 1)/t
)
= O
(
ξ2N−1r2(t2 ∧ 1)‖∇h‖∞
)
+O
(
ξ2N−3/2r2(t2 ∧ 1)‖∇2h‖∞
)
,
with δ-HP.
By a union bound, this estimate can be extended from fixed t and ζ to all t ∈ [θ/√N,N2]∩
N−10Z and ζ ∈ {ζ ′ ∈ C∩ (N−10Z)2 : |ζ ′| 6 N2}. Since the left-hand side is Lipschitz continuous
in ζ and t with Lipschitz constant at most O(1+1/t5) this bound then actually holds uniformly
in θ/
√
N 6 t 6 N2 and |ζ| 6 N2, with δ-HP.
Note that we may restrict the integral over ζ ∈ C in (7.21) to those ζ with distance at most t
to supph. We divide the integral over ζ into the regions ζ ∈ supph and 0 < dist(ζ, supph) 6 t.
The contribution of the integral over ζ ∈ supph is O(N−2s), which together with the factor
r2 = t2 gives O(N−2st2). The contribution of the integral over ζ 6∈ supph is O(N−2s ∨ t2),
which together with the factor r2, which is r2 = N−2s ∧ t2 in this case, also gives O(N−2st2). In
summary, we have shown that∫∫∫
u(z)v(w) µ˜V (dz) µ˜V (dw)m(dζ)
= O
(
ξ2N−2st2(t2 ∧ 1)
)(
N−1‖∇h‖∞ +N−3/2‖∇2h‖∞
)
, (7.25)
uniformly in t ∈ [θ/√N,N2], with δ-HP. Since
∫ N2
θ/
√
N
t2(t2 ∧ 1)
t5
dt = O(logN),
integration of (7.25) over t ∈ [θ/√N,N2] with respect to the measure dt/t5 shows
N
∫∫ (∫ N2
θ/
√
N
∫
C
ϕ(|z − ζ|/t)ϕ(|w − ζ|/t)(z¯ − w¯)(h(z) − h(w))m(dζ) dt
t5
)
µ˜V (dz) µ˜V (dw)
= O(ξ2 logN)(N−2s‖∇h‖∞ +N−3s‖∇2h‖∞) = O(ξ2 logN)‖f‖3,N−s , (7.26)
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where we also used N−1/2 6 N−s.
Finally, for t > N2, necessarily h(z) = 0 or h(w) = 0, and we obtain deterministically
N
∫ ∞
N2
∫
C
ϕ(|z − ζ|/t)ϕ(|w − ζ|/t)(z¯ − w¯)(h(z) − h(w))m(dζ) dt
t5
6 N‖h‖∞
∫ ∞
N2
dt
t2
6 N−1‖h‖∞ 6 ‖f‖1,N−s . (7.27)
The proof is complete since the left-hand side of (7.20) is bounded by the sum of (7.23), (7.26),
and (7.27).
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Proposition 7.3 and Lemmas 7.4–7.5, and since the random variable in
the expectation of the right-hand side (7.8) is almost surely bounded by O(N(1+ 1β ))(‖∇2f‖∞+
‖∇f‖2∞), for all f satisfying the conditions above (7.1), we have
∂
∂t
FN,V−tf/(βN),β(tf) = O
(
θ2 + ξ2 logN
)
‖f‖3,N−s +O
(
ξ
θβ
)(
‖f‖4,N−s + ‖f‖23,N−s
)
.
By assumption ‖f‖4,N−s 6 βα0 = O(β), and thus since θ = N2δ and ξ = (1+ 1/β) logN , where
δ > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small, both terms on the right-hand side are bounded by O(βN ε)
for sufficiently large N . Then (7.1) follows by integration over t ∈ [0, 1].
To prove (1.5), given any f as in the assumption of Theorem 1.2, we use (7.1) with f replaced
by g = βα0f/‖f‖4,N−s . Then FN,V,β(g) = O(βN ε), and by Markov’s inequality, we conclude
that for a sufficiently large constant C we have
P
(
Xf > C
N ε
α0
‖f‖4,N−s
)
= P (Xg > CβN
ε) 6 e−βN
ε
.
This completes the proof.
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